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U. S. strikes Iranian ships, oil rigs 
MANAMA. Bahrain WPIl -
The United States handed Iran 
its worst military puni!;hment 
at sea Monday since the U.S. 
naval buildup in the Persian 
Gulf nine months ago and the 
embattled Tehran government 
warned of a "severe response" 
against U.S. forces. 
U.S. forces demolished two 
Iranian oil platforms. 
destroyed an Iranian gunboat 
and damaged two Iranian 
frigates. 
[ran later said one of its 
warships shot down a V.S. 
helicopter. The Pentagon 
reported one helicopter 
miSSing. 
In Washington, Defense 
Secretary Frank Carlucci said 
Council 
to hear 
traffic 
experts 
By Dana DeBeaumont 
Staff Writer 
Traffic experts will present 
suggestions on how Car-
bOlldale could improve its 
traffi.: flow at 7 tonight during 
~!~~tr ~':~r~eeting in the 
Ted Jennings, district 
engineer for the Illinois 
Department of Tran-
sportation, said two experts 
will explain the traffic 
problems then "mix and 
mat-::h" solutions and discuss 
the impact of each sliggestion. 
"I doubt they'll give a 
recommendation, but they'll 
tell what effect, if certain 
things are done, will have," 
Jennipgs said. 
The st. Louis consulting firm 
of Crawford, Bunte and 
Brammeier was paid about 
$87,000 to evaluate Car-
bondale's traffic problems, he 
said. But thE' study isn't 
complete, Jennings added. 
.. After their presentation, 
they (the firm) '1':ill go back. 
finalize their report, make 
conclusions and give cost 
estimates," he said. "I have 
little doubt it (the final report> 
will be much different than \.he 
preliminary report." 
Jennings said he would be at 
the City Council meeting to 
explain the Illinois Depart-
ment of Transportation's 
ooinions on the alternatives. 
Thatcher says U.S. raid 'justified' 
Monday t:e knew of no 
America,) casualities from a 
day of hostilities in the Persian 
Gulf, but that a two-man, U.S. 
attack helicopter was missing. 
Defense Department of-
ficials said naval forces were 
sear.:hing for the Cobra 
chopper, a Marine aircraft 
that had been stationed aboard 
tPe USS Wainwright. 
"We have no known 
American casualities at this 
point in time. But there is 
always a certain amount of 
-Page 9 
miscommunication and 
confusion in these kinds of 
situations. Until the dust 
settles we cannot be 
definitive," Carlucci told 
r~porters at a late afternoon 
briefing. 
He said, "We do have a 
Cobra helicopt~r right now 
that is about 4\) minutes 
overdue" in returning to th~ 
ship. "We are concerned about 
the Cobra helicopter." 
Plumes of black smoke from 
the oil-fed fires billowed into 
the azure sky, marking the 
first U.S. attack of its kind 
since Octoper when two 
similar oil rigs were 
demo~ished. 
Iran said the destruction of 
the two platforms killed and 
wounded an unspecified 
number of Oil Ministry per-
sonnel and workers. 
It began with ~e destruction 
of two oil platforms in 
retaliation for a mine ex-
plosion that crippled the U.S. 
frigate Roberts last week. 
Silipping sources said a third 
oil platform at Raksh also was 
on fire, apparently confirming 
a Tehran Radio report of U.S. 
forces attacking three Iranian 
oil platforms. In Washington, 
In this variation on the pushy salesman, motorcycle down North Washington Street 
the Pent::.gon denied the repo11 
of a V.S. attack on a third 
platform. 
Hours later, V.S. Navy ships 
sank an Iranian gunboat and 
crippled two Iranian frigates 
in the worst naval defeat for 
Iran in the gulf since the U.S. 
warship buildup began in the 
turbulent waterway in July. 
The frigate Simpson sank an 
Iranian, guided-missile patrol 
boat that had fired a Harpoon 
missile at the cruiser Wain-
wright and missed, U.S. of-
ficials said. 
"Abandon ship. We arc 
going to fire on you, .. the 
Simpson twice radioed the 
See IRAN, Page 5 
Critic, 
Pettit 
make up 
By John Baldwin 
StaffWrner 
State Rep. Ron Stephens, R-
Troy, apologized to Chancellor 
Lawrence K. Pettit for any 
"personal harm" caused by 
making a public issue of the 
lambskib business-card 
holders. 
In a letter to Pettit dated 
April 15, Stepbens said: "I 
must apologize for any in-
convenience or em-
barrassment my recent 
comments have caused you." 
Stephens said in late March 
that the holders were an 
example of bad spending 
habits. Pettit had sent one of 
the bolders to Stephens to show 
"appreciation" lor Stephens' 
"support of higher education." 
Stephens used the holders to 
support his argument that the 
state needs to change its 
spending habits rather than 
increase taxes. Stephens has 
said, however, that he feels 
education does need more 
state support . 
See $iI:FH!:NS, Page 5 
GusBode ~.\ .// 
: \/ I 
. / 
,tl 
See TRAFFIC, Page 5 Dan Sebright, of Carbondale, rolls his to a shop where he plans to selill Gus says Stephens was a 
This ~forning 
Tunisia blames 
Israel for killing 
- sheep In wolf's clothing. 
Ii ~R~~M(!~_~_n~p~~a~~!~O! ~a~~i lli~~'~ ~~~~~, 
. Demjanjuk, a retired officers fanned out through the chambers in Treblinka who bands cuffed in front of him 
- Page 8 Cleveland autoworker who spectators as Chief Judge Dov ~trated and performed and surrounded by about a 
claimed he was a victim of Levinreadfromathree-judge viclousactsandtorture,which dozen police officers. 
Men's basketball 
signs recruit 
- Sports 16 
Sunny,60s. 
mistaken identity, was con- panel's lengthy verdict against have been described," Levin "I am an innocent man. I 
vlcted Monday of being "Ivan Demjanjuk,68. said. will appeal and I'm sure I will 
the Terrible," the sadistic Nazi "We determine a decision Levin set a Monday date for win," he shouted to reportP ..... 
concentration camp guard who without a shadow of a doubt - sentenCing Demjanjuk. A "This is ridiculous - \\ .at 
sent thousands of Jews to their that the accused, Ivan John death sentence would be happened ha-yQm," using the 
deaths during World War II. Demjanjuk,whoisstandingto carried out by hanging. Hebrew word for "today." 
He faces death by hanging. be judged before us, is Ivan, Demjanjuk walked out of the Earlier, chief defense 
The packed courtroom nicknamed 'Ivan the Terrible,' courthouse aoo:;t 30 minutes See SENTENCE, Page 5 
r-~~-~~g=!I£~~:~: l~ffLarge 
I or $le 50 off Medium 
I Double Decker PIZZA 
I 913 Chestnut - Murphysboro 
I Only. mlnut.. 684.5 598 (behind the ! From Carbondal. _________ ~~~~~L_ 
~ l{iM55 W01(~~~ ~ Fresh * Nutritious * Delicious cS '&5"-
LUNCH SPECIAL 
Moo Goo Gai Pan $2.95 
Soup * Eggroll * Fried Rice * Fortune Cookie 
B.Y.O.B. 
Don't become another person in a buffet line ... 
Let us cater to "You'" 
1 mi S. of SIU Arena on S. 51 549-7231 
HOW MANY 
RESUMES 
DO YOU NEED? 
~D? 2S? sO' COllie 10 I\inko's fOf copies that 
lOok hellef than lilt' ofJgij1a1. Choose frolll 
our selection of fine cotton papers and 
matching ('Il\'elo(les. (jel the highest qualit~ 
in am quantity At Kinko ·s. 
549·0788 
On the Island 
ARTHUR 
ANDERSEN 
&.CQ; 
"TMSAut~;~tiv-;-' 
Service 
Mon-FrI9-9 $20 
Sat-By Appt. Hour 
eMinor & Major Repairs 
eDomestic & Imports 
eCarpeting Installed 
457·8289 
1806 N. II. Ave. (2 Driveways 
N. of Karco. be~dnd INton Motors) 
Bring in 'hi' coupon end t.oPe a I D% 
diKQu.,toffIDbor. 
.... A,Prfll 1995 
'l •• ****G***6**. ~ Island : 
* • * ~ MovlCr : 
* * ~ Library : 
: now renting: ! 
* • Less than Zero * ~ • Adventures in ~ 
: Babysittingl ~ 
: Also' lntendo ~ 
* .... esand It-~ cartridges : 
: 549-0413 : 
: 715 S. University : 
~*************** 
1i~~~i;jWiW 
eRugged. Tough . -_ 
Construction· , 
elong Life and '~' • 
Reliabl& Power ~It. 
eI2and6YDII~ • .;,:';' 
available --- - --:: _ 
6 volt slus SIZES TO AT MoST 
from 17.SO MOTORCYClE MAKES 
12 VOLT SIZES FROM 
$16.90 
jtBATTERY SUPPLY 
In Murphysboro toke 127 North to 
Industrial Pari< Rd. (ocr.,.. rrom 
McDonald's). To.:rn jeft at first stop 
sign. Then left :>ge;n to PlP, 
Battery Supply. 
Call 687-3344 
We are pleased to announce the following 1987-88 graduates of 
Southern Illinois University-Carbondale have recently become 
associated with our firm: 
Matthe.w Borowiak 
Audit 
Thurman L. Brooks 
Audit 
Scott P. Carter 
Tax 
Timothy A. Conder 
Audit 
Marsha L. Peter 
Audit 
Brian D. Welch 
Tax 
Rue L. Whitehurst 
Audit 
Jeffrey D. Wrighl 
Audit 
CHICAGO: 
Tammie L. Baker 
Audit 
Francis J. Curry 
Tax 
Bonni G. Grandon 
Audit 
Dana Hamontree 
Audit 
Anthony J. laSpina 
Audit 
David H. Ore 
Audit 
We will be conducting campus interviews again next October. 
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Arthur Andersen & Co. 
1010 Market Street 
S1. louiS, MlSSOLJ:rI 63101 
I Newswrap 
world Ination 
Rioting in Israel persists; 
2 more Palestinians dead 
J~RUSALEM 'UPI) - Two Palestinians w"re killed by 
Israeli gunfire Monday during a third day of rioting in the oc 
cupicd territories since the assassination of a top PLO leader 
Palestinian sources said. During the weekend, at least 1 
Palestinians were killed and 137 wounded by army gunfire in 
riots that erupted hours after the death of Khalil Al-wazir
n
, 
second only to Yasser Arafat in the Palestine Liberatio 
Organiza tion. 
Panamanian banks !"&-Open for deposits only 
PANAMA CITY, Panama {~'Pn - Banks in Panama opened 
their doors for the first time in nearly two months Monday, but 
only to receive deposits and not to allow withdrawals by cash 
strapped Panamanians caught in Washington's efforts to ous 
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega. Two state-owned banks and mos 
of the 60 private banks in Panama unlocked their doors, bu 
customers and bank personnel said the financial institutions 
were limiting opera tions to accepting deposits. 
Final round of Nicaraguan peace talks begin 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UP!) - Negotiators for the U.S. 
backed Contra rebels and the Sandinista government began the 
last day of their high-level peace talks Monday with little hc.pe of 
reaching a concrete agreement to end the 7-year-old civil war. A 
weekend of proposals and counterproposals produced. only ac 
cusations from each side that the other was trying to block 
progress to a lasting peace and prolong the war that has killed. an 
estimated 50,000 people. 
Trial winds down for 8 in food poisoning case 
I MADRID, Spain (UPI) - A state prosecutor Monday demanded. prison terms of 61,500 years each for eight 
businessmen accused. of selling toxic cooking oil blamed for 
killing 605 people in history's worst mass food poisoning. The 
prosecutor's demand wrapped up the state's case in the trial of 
38 people charged. with selling the oil, which the prosecution said 
caused a malady that has killed 605 people and affected nearly 
25,000 others since May 1981. 
Shultz to go to Moscow for pre-summit talks 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Secretary of State George Shultz gGeS 
to Moscow for pre-summit meetings this week but an ad 
ministration official said Monday he takes with him dwindling 
hopes for a pact to reduce strategic nuclear weapons. Shultz was 
to fly to :doscow Tuesday to continue a series of meetings with 
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze to try to resolve 
differences and smooth difficulties in U.S.-Sovie~ relations 
before President Reagan leaves for his May 29-Jur.e 2 trip to 
Moscow for his fourth summit with Soviet leader Mikhail Gor 
bachf'v. 
Catholic Church's tax-exempt status argued 
WASHINGTON (UP!) - H the Supreme Court allows the 
Catholic Church's tax exemption to be challenged. because it 
E.ctively opposf'S legal abortions, the government could be sued 
to end tax exemptions for churches taking political stands on 
dvil rights and the economy, lawyers argued. Monday. Allan 
Horowitz, arguing on behalf of the government, called the suit 
involving the Catholic Church "theoretical and abstract," and 
said if it is allowed to continue it will "expose the government to 
an untold number of suits." 
Panel: Independent FAA needed for air safety 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A presidential panel on Monday 
recommended establishing an independent federal aviation 
authority with a "safety czar" responsible for keeping 
America's skies safe for air travel. The panel's report called for 
an independent Federal Aviation Authority headed by an ad 
ministrator who is appointed by the president for a f!Xed term. 
Under the present system, the FAA is part of the Transportation 
Department and its administrator reports to the transportation 
secretary. 
Document: Woman planned spouse's murder 
SEATTLE (UPI) - A woman accused of killing two people 
with cyanide-laced pain capsules planned her husband's death 
for years and asked about hiring a hit man, according to 
documents released Monday at the start of her trial. Legal briefs 
by the defense and prosecution in the federal product tampering 
trial of Stella Nickell were made public as jury selectiOJ1 began 
from Po panel of 100 people. 
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Food ban,ks.to.depend I Murderer 
on local donations , awaits 
Prison bill supported 
by state lawmakers 
By Dana DeBeaumont 
Staff Writer 
Illinois will have to rely on 
community groups to give food 
banks mlJre food and money as 
the federal government phases 
out surplus food distribution, 
an illinois Department of 
Public Aid spokesman said. 
But Jamie Tuttle, a 
spokeswoman for the Mur-
physboro food bank, said she 
doubts that the food bank will 
have the resources to pick up 
the slack. 
Dan Pittman, a spokesman 
for the department of public 
aid, said Monday that cum-
modi ties like cheese would be 
reduced and that the depart-
ment would rely heavily on 
community groups to keep 
food distribution at the same 
level as it is now. 
Tuttle said, "It will be very 
rOligh. We're not going to be 
able to give out as much 
(food). We call't afford to go 
out and buy a lot of food." 
The United Way gives the 
food bank $3,500 a year and 
other organiza lions like the 
Key Club and Lion's Club give 
donations, but churches donate 
most of its food and money, she 
said. 
.. A lot of churches are 
stressed right now," Tuttle 
said. "But they're going to 
have to try and c::me through 
with an extra collection. Some 
(of the churches) just baven't 
helped out and others can only 
give $9 or $10. 
Jane Hughes, director of 
Carbondale's Human 
Development Division, said 
she doesn't think food banks 
will be able to fulfill people's 
needs when the U.S. Depart-
"If (USDA) food is not 
available. I can't 
imagine the com-
munity being able to 
replace the quanity 
and types of food 
through private 
donations. The loss 
will be hard to offset 
unless there are other 
things out there that 
I'm net aware of. " 
-Jane Hughes 
ment of Agriculture phases ou~ 
its surplus food distribution. 
"If (USDA) food is not 
available, I can't imagine the 
community being able to 
replace the quanity and types 
of food through private 
donations," Hughes said. "The 
loss will be hard to offset 
unless there are other things 
out there that I'm not aware 
of." 
The federal government has 
said it is gradually eliminating 
its Temporary Food 
Assistance Program because 
of a dwindling surplus of food 
commodities provided by 
farmers. 
Howevtlr, Pittman said 
Illinois will meet most of its 
surplus food distribution 
commitments through J'Jne 
despite reductions because it 
has stored a surplus of foods. 
RIVE UP WINDOW DRiVE UP WlNDOW 
ITALIAN VILLA E 
ph. 457-6559 
YougetFREE 
2 Liter Coke 
withanv 
Large Pizza 
Anytime! Davor 
WlN00W 
Olga's Art & Gift Gallery 
proudly presents 
internationally known 
wildlife artist, Mario 
Fernandez, recipient of 
numerous art awards and 
three-time winner of the 
prestigious Silver Chalice Award. 
A shOWing of Mr. Fernandez's 
work will be held at Olga's on Sunday, April 24, 
from 12 noon to 6 p.m. Limited edition prints will 
be on display as well as several originals. 
Complimentary refreshments will be served and there 
will be a drawing for a Mario Fernandez Signed and 
numbered artist's proof. 
All guests will receive a free 16x20 print of Richard 
Sloan's "Mallards" . Don't miss this opportunity to 
experience the wonderful work of Mario Fernandez! 
Olga's Art & Gift Gallery 
1401 Walnut in Murphysboro 
684-6821 
sentencing 
By John Mohler 
StalfWriter 
A Murphysboro woman 
convicted of the murd~r 
of her sister last Sep-
tember will be sentenced 
Wednesday morning at 
Jackson County Cour-
thouse. 
Dianne D.·akeford, 31, 
will be sentenced for the 
second-degree murder of 
Ellouise Burton and for 
armed violence. 
Drakeford stabbed 
Burton to death with a 
knife following dn 
argument outside the 
Palms tavern on North 
Washington Street in 
Carbondale. 
Burton died the next 
morning at Memorial 
Hospital of Carbondale of 
complications relating to 
the stab wound. 
Drakeford faces a 
prison sentence of bet-
ween 4 and 30 years for 
the Feb. 29 jury con-
viction. 
Drakeford is being held 
at the Jackson County 
Jail. Jackson County 
Stale's Attorney John 
Clemons has said 
Drakeford will be taken 
to Dwight Correctional 
Center after the sen-
tencing. 
One of Drakeford's 
lawyers, public defender 
Robert Van Derhoff, has 
said he will appeal the 
case. 
By Susan Curtis 
·'ltaff'Nriter 
Illinois would be required ~') 
construct new prisons in 
counties where correctiona! 
centers have been shut down ;r 
a bill sponsored by State Rep. 
Bruce Richmond is passed. 
The bill is designed to 
protect counties, especially 
those in Southern Illinois, from 
loss of joes and revenue if the 
state decides to close one 
prison and build aaother, 
Richmond, D-Murphsboro. 
said. 
This bill also could save the 
state money by utilizing 
abandoned prison buildings, 
State Rep. David Phelps, D-
Eldorado, co-sponsor of the 
bill,said. 
Richmond said threats to 
close the Menard Correctional 
Center in RaTtdolph County 
prompted hirr to write the 
legislation. 
The Menard Correctional 
Center has a great impact on 
the county's economy and if 
closed it would need to be 
replaced to keep people em-
ployed, Richmond said. 
The age of the facility and 
budget constraints at Menard 
Police Blotter 
A University student awoke 
to find two electric guitars, 
valued at $1,175, missing from 
his residence at SOl W. Oak St. 
Sunday, Carbondale pollee 
said. 
Police found no sign of 
forced entry at the residence. 
have been given as reasons to 
close the correctional center. 
But Richmond said it probably 
won't be closed in the im-
mediate future. 
The legislation would be a 
precaution in case the facility 
is closed, he said. 
"County bo.-'!:-is would have 
the option of accepting or 
rejecting the new facility, so 
local opinions must be con-
sidered," Richmond said. But 
there is no question concerning 
the Menard facility - the 
Randolph County Board op-
poses closing it, he said. 
Under Richmond's bill, 
construction of any new 
prisons would have to be 
completed within five years, 
Phelps said. This would 
preve'lt construction irom 
being delayed and prevent a 
new legislature from .nakng 
new laws, he said. 
Phtlos said his dIstrict has 
more correctional centers than 
any other district in the state 
and he wants to guarantee that 
they aren't shut down. 
The bill will go before the 
House rules committee this 
week to see if it will have a 
hearing this session, Rich-
mondsaid. 
Maintenance workers at the 
Carbondale Community East 
High School reported two 
windows were t.roken between 
Saturday and Sunday, Car-
bondale police said. 
A piece of a concrete block 
was found inside the building, 
NO ALCOHOL ABUSE 
CLOWN 'N AROUND 
Springfest 
88 
Sponsored by the Student Programming Council 
-- --- --.-~ __ ~L--" ~. 
The American Tap 
"1.50 
Quarts of 
9mJgr 
&'" 
Utr 
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Opinion & Commentary -
Student Editor.in·Chief. Toby Eckert; Editorial Poge E"itor. Jame. J. Black; 
Associate Editorial Page Editor. Darren Richard.on; Managing Editor. Gardon 
Billingsley 
Time for action 
on transit system 
THE MASS TRANSIT referendurr. passed by more than 
a 2-to-l margin in Wednesday's student eJections. It 
garnered 1,296 of 2,003 ballots cast. This overwhelming 
support leaves little doubt that such a systtom is both 
needed and desired. 
But the Board of Trustees will have the final say. The 
Board should respond to students' voices and implement a 
system as quickly as responsible judgment permits. 
Students should realize, too, that their support must not 
wane. They must continue to fight for the type of system 
they want. 
AS WITH MOST worthwhile things, the mass transit 
system is going to cost - $15 per student per semester 
according to the ballot. It may seem like a lot at first, but 
the powers-that-be should remember that students, a 
financially-troubled lot, have decided that the service is 
worth the cost. 
Providing a reliable service requires much research. 
Surveys and studies should be conducted to determine 
when stUdents would use the system most. Besides just 
providing transportation to and from classes, there should 
be evening and weekend service, including to shopping 
centers and business districts in the city. 
THE UNIVERSITY SHOULD look at options already 
proposed, too. An unsuccessful presidential candidate in 
the latest election had proposE:d a "park-and-ride" system, 
in which students could park in a spacious lot or lots and 
ride a bus to classes. 
The University could show support and encourage riders 
by making these lots free for both registered and non-
registered vehicles. Eventually, the whole sticker system 
could be greatly reduced. 
There are many other possibilities to be explored, and 
all should be given a fair bearing before being adopted or 
dismissed. 
Whatever happens, the Board of Trustees call!"lot deny 
that they've heard the students' views. They should act 
accordingly as soon as possible, so all of us can see SIU-C's 
parking woes vanish and readily-available transportation 
take their place. 
Opinions 
from elsewhere 
Arkansas Gazette. (Little Rock) 
Not too long ago, Japanese leaders apologized - sort of - to 
the Chinese, who had protested because a new Japanese history 
textbook presented the Rape of Nanking in a light not un-
favorable to the Japanese. In fact, the Jaoanese were an in-
vading army and the atrocities they committed at Nanking have 
been well-documented, though the exact number of casualties 
can only be estimated. 
Reef.Dtly, it was reported that newsreel footage of the 
slaughter at Nanking is cut from the Academy-Award winning 
film "The Last Emporer" when it is shown in Japan. 
WWII was a terrible thing for everyone involved, including the 
Japanese, who have special reason to remember Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki and who want everyone else to remember them too. 
But if the human race is to learn from history, the learning 
can't be accomplished cafeteria-style, studying this segment and 
ignoring that one. It is not enough to reflect on he .... • \,WII ecded. 
People and na tions al!io should reflect on how the war began, 
painful though those reflections may be. 
Doonesbury 
Letters 
If you must tan, tan with caution 
AAAAAH! Those wonderful, 
glorious, warm rays of the 
sun! 
And with those warm rays 
comes that quest for the 
perfect suntan. But also with 
those warm rays and "healthy-
looking" suntans come those 
painful-looking (and probably 
painful-feeling> sunburns. And 
unfortunately, years down the 
road come those small 
nodules, patches, or bumps 
called skin cancer. And also 
down that same road come 
those wrinkles and a nice, 
tough, leathery look on the 
skin. 
Wrinkles and a tough, 
leathery look may look great 
on a well-worn leather jacket, 
but that quality is somehow 
lost on a 40-year-old face. 
I'm not knocJdng the sun - I 
enjoy it as much as anyone 
eise. But too much can be very 
harmful. Over 400,000 new 
cases of skin cancer are· 
reported every year, and that 
number will continue to rise 
unless we cool it a little with 
that quest for the perfect tan. 
If we must have a tan, 
though, there are safer ways to 
do it. Try sunning before 10 
a.m. or after 3 p.m., when 
ultraviolet rays are weaker. 
Use sunscreens that contain 
PABA (para-amino-benzoic 
acid) . PABA he;ps you tan 
gradually and reduces the 
chance of sunburn. 
Also, a good general tanning 
program is 15 mi-' '.:4 during 
your first day and t.!e minutes 
m(\re each day thereafter until 
you have a good base tan, ac-
cordng to the American 
Cancer SOCiety. These tips are 
especially important for light-
skinned people. 
If we have to have good tans 
so we can look healthy, let's do 
it as saf~ly as possible. Or, 
better yet, let's just enjoy our 
own natural. beautiful skin 
colors. After all, who really 
wants to look like a well-worn 
leather jacket with skin cancer 
on it 20 years down the road? 
- Andrew Hoffman, graduate 
student, health services ad-
ministration 
SPC ruining Springfest in quest for glory 
Who or what gives the 
Student Programming Council 
the authority to dictate what 
booths at Springfest will 
contain, who may sell T-shirts, 
and who will pro\;de spcn-
sorshipfor these endeavol'l>? Is 
this not an all-University 
function? 
The fascist tactics used by 
SPC to thwart sales of T-shirts 
and the program I was 
scheduled to 'lerform in are 
reminiscent ot Nazi Germany. 
The program, which was 
spnsored by SPC Special 
Programs and was called the 
"Big Top Bash," was stopf>OO 
by SPC because it said the 
show would interfere with 
SPC's events. SPC also said 
the word 'bash' connotes 
alcohol use and that the word 
therefore could not be used. I 
believe SPC is interested more 
in glory than ir. putting on an 
event at which students can 
have fun. 
Any person or organization 
on campus should be able to 
participate in Springfest as 
long as University guidelines 
are followed - without the 
phony backs tabbing and 
censorship that SPC feels is 
neces~ to preserve "con-
tinuity.' If SPC had a 
trademark right to Sprillgfest, 
this might be a different 
matter. But they don't have 
such a right to deny others the 
right to participate. 
Sadly enough, we who are 
denied participation in 
Springfest are not the losers. 
The big losers are the students 
who will attend the festival. 
Springfest could have been so 
much more this year. -
Gregory Calvert, junior, 
political science 
Aid to Contras should help free Nicaragua 
I refer to the leiter of my 
colleague, Lee Hartman, (Daily Egyptian, April 11\; in 
which he recommended the 
allocation of the humanitari~JD 
aid voted for recently by 
Congress. Hartman included 
specific cases of people har-
med or killed by the Contras -
among them, Ben Linder. 
May I add the name of Maria 
Mayorga, a family friend, who 
was shot in cold blood by the 
Sandinistas while seeking 
shelter with her husband. Like 
Linder, Maria was a foreigner (Costa Rica). Unlike Linder, 
she did not carry a rifle, and, 
unlike Linder, she was not 
giving aid to an organization 
set up as an enemy of the 
United States, according to the 
organization's own tenets and 
precepts. 
Much of the humanitarian 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
aid should go to devices and 
forces that will force the 
totalitarian state of Nicaragua 
to be<:ome once more an open 
society that will include the 
haH-million exiles of whom we 
hear very little because of 
censorship and American 
media that have protected a 
Marxist-Leninist enclave in 
the Western Hemisphere for 10 
years. - Lincoln Canfield, 
professor emeritus of Spanish 
\ 
I 
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Director reviews DE jobs 
New computers 
prompt evaluation 
of job positions 
By Curtis Winston 
StatlWriter 
School of Juurnalism 
Director WaIter B. Ja~hnig is 
re-evaluating the job 
descriptions of eight 
professu:mai and facuIty staff 
positions at the Daily Egyp-
tian. 
Jaehnig ~id a proposal to 
purchase new computer 
equipment for the DE 
prompted the re-evaluation. 
The new equipment could 
change the way the student 
newspaper is produced, 
Jaehnig said. 
"I could be spending $200,000 
011 new equipment in the next 
few weeks," Jaehnig 
said. "Before we fill the vacant 
positions I want to be assured 
we have the right people in 
them." 
Three civil service positions 
on the production and ad-
vertising staffs currently are 
"/ could be spending 
$200,000 on nevr 
equipment in the next 
few weeks. Before we 
fill the (3) vacant 
positions, I want to be 
sure we have the right 
people in them." 
-Walter 8. Jaehnig 
vacant. The job descriptions of 
the other positions, which 
include the faculty managing 
editor and faculty business 
manager, also could change 
with the purchase of LIle 
equipment, Jaehnig said. 
Jaehnig has formed a three-
member subcommittee to 
review the job descrlptions. 
The members include himself, 
James J. Brodell, DE faculty 
business manager, and George 
Brown, professor of jour-
nalism. 
Jaehnig said student worker 
SENTENCE, from Page 1-
lawyer Yoram Sheftel, who 
predicted the court would find 
his client guilty, told reporters 
,·there is definitely going to be 
an appeal." 
Demjanjuk was not in court 
when the verdict was an-
nOlIDced. He said he suffered 
from hack pain and was 
permitted to listen to the 
proce-adings from a holding 
cell in the rear of the building 
where the trial was held. 
Demjanjuk heard the verdict 
through headphon~s while 
lying on a cot. 
Demjanjuk was convicted of 
all four crimes with which he 
was charged under Israel's 
1950 Nazi and Nazi 
Collaborators Law. The 
chal'f.es against Demjanjuk 
were war crimes, crimes 
against humanity, crimes 
against the Jewish people and 
crimes against a persecuted 
people. 
Prosecution witnesses 
charged Demjanjuk was the 
guard who jammed thousands 
of prisoners into the gas 
chambers of the Treblinka 
death camp in Nazi occupied 
Poland. The guard als? fired 
up the engines that fed deadly 
fumes into the chambers, 
where more than 850,000 
people, mostly Jews, perished 
in 1942 and 1943. 
The judges took about 12 
hours to read excerpts from 
their opinion before they an-
nounced their · .. erdict. 
STEPHENS, from Page 1-
Pettit said he thought 
Stephens' letter was "a very 
good thing to do." 
Pettit has been working to 
get a tax increase to sup-
plement state funding for 
higher education. 
Stephens said in the letter 
that be was using the holders 
to "shift the debate from a tax 
increase to the greater issue of 
balancing the budget by 
looking at both sides of the 
ledge.· ... 
"What you (Pettit) and i 
agree on is that more funding 
is needed for education," 
Stephens said. "I really do not 
object to spending more 
money on education - in fact, 
I support it." 
Pettit said he was pleased 
that Stepbens "took the time to 
reaffirm his support for higher 
education." 
Stephens said that when he 
wrote the letter he was not 
awa~'e that the holders were 
paid for through a University 
account rather than by the 
Foundation as Pettit had 
originally stated. But he said 
that did not affect the intent of 
his letter. 
"I never intended to publicly 
embarrass him, " Stephens 
said. "My intention is to make 
sure IGinois questions its 
spending 1" ~u..:ities.·' 
TRAFFIC, from Page 1--
Claude Forest, a University 
of Illinois professor and an 
expert in urban planning, is 
scheduled to describe the 
benefits of an east-west bypass 
project that would route 
westbound traffic one way O~i 
Main Street and eastbound 
traffic one wa) on Walnut 
Street. 
That project would link the 
two routes with a diagonal 
road running north and south 
from Walnut to Main that 
would be built behind National 
Supermarket a~ a cost .of about 
$1 million, Jenrungs said. 
Route 13 traffic is dready 
one way west on Main Street 
and ~st on Walnut StreP.t from 
Lewis Lane to University 
A~~n~~ditionai business, City 
Manager Bill Dixon said a 
report on the city-sponsored 
retreat on downtown 
revitalization April 9 will be 
presented. 
rixon said that he wasn't 
su .. e if the Council would 
discu..o;s the report or what its 
next move il1. planning 
downtown development might 
be. 
Dixon said the council would 
know more after the car-
bondale Downtown 
Revitalization Committl:.e 
meets at 7 p.m. Thursday at 
the Unitarian Church, 201 W. 
Elm Street. 
The committee and the city 
are working on downtown 
revitalization with a "team 
approach," Dixon said. 
postions will not be eJimina ted. 
Two of the vacant civil 
services positions - classified 
advertismg supervisor and 
daytime assistant superin-
tendent of printing - are being 
held by student workers. 
"There are more and more 
cases where. we are giving 
students the chance to work in 
key positions," Brodell said. 
Brodell also acts as 
superintendent of printing, the 
third vacant position. 
Jaehnig said he hoped to 
have the results of the sub-
committee's evaluations in the 
next few weeks. He also ~3id 
he hoped to be~in advertising 
for the vacant positions and 
purchasing the new equipment 
by August. 
The subcommittee's 
.;;valuations will be submitted 
to the Daily Egyptian policy 
and review board for further 
discussion and approval. 
The policy and review board, 
which consists of journalism 
faculty, students and 
profesSionals, approves poli{~y 
changes at the DE. 
IRAN, 
from Page 1-
Iranian warship, ac-
cording to monitored 
transmissions. 
Two warplanes from 
the nuclear-powered 
aircraft carrier Ea· 
terprise struck the 
Iranian frigate Saband 
after the vessel ap-
proached three U.S. 
warships and an A-6 
Intruder jet attacked 
another Iranian frigate, 
the Sabalan, with a laser-
guided bomb, the Pen-
tagon said. Both ships 
were damaged, itsaid. 
Iran later 
acknowledged that two of 
its frigates had sustained 
"heavy damage," but 
said they had hit an 
American warship. The 
Pentagon did not report 
any damage to its ships. 
The conflict at sea 
quickly became a war of 
words as Iran con-
demned the U.S. attack 
and warned through its 
Islamic Republic News 
Agency that a "severe 
response" awaited the 
United States from 
Tehran "now that it has 
overtly involved itself" in 
the gulI war on the side of 
Iraq. 
At the same time, Iraq 
claimed its forces 
recaptured the strategic 
Faw Peninsula and oc-
cupied the Iraqi strip of 
territory for the first 
time in two years, 
pushing Iranian troops 
east of the vital Shatt al-
Arab waterwav that 
divides the two warring 
countries. Heavy fighting 
was reported under ",ay. 
Iran denied Iraq 
captured Faw, situated 
350 miles southeast of 
Baghdad and 50 miles 
south of the heavily 
defended southern Iraqi 
port of Basra, and 
charged that Iraqi planes 
attacked Iranian troops 
with cbemical bombs. 
The Iraqi ciaim of a 
major success in its 
offel:sive against Faw, if 
true, was overshadowed 
by thE. U.S. naval and 
Marine asuult against 
Iranian targets in thp 
war-stricken gulf. 
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"Snowy II' 
destroys 
original 
Artists' contributions 
overlooked - teacher 
By Richard Nunez 
Entertainment Editor 
.. Return to Snowy 
River" is a classic 
example of Hollywood 
destroying a good thing 
in an attempt to mine box 
office gold. 
The movie is the sequel 
to "The Man From 
Snowy River," a highly 
successful Australian 
film, which became that 
county's version of 
"Gone With the Wind." 
"The Man From Snowy 
River" was a 
breathtaking western set 
in the outbacks of 
Australia. The movie 
successfully meshed an 
absorbing, thQugh 
somewhat predictable, 
plot with beautiful 
scenery and astonishing 
horsemanship. 
Film Review 
In "Return to Snowy 
River," Walt Disney 
Studios must have 
thought it would be a 
good idea to let plot take 
a back seat to action and 
scenery. 
The movie opens with 
Jim Craig (Tom 
Burlinson) returning to 
Snowy River after three 
years of rounding up wild 
horses in the mountains. 
He has gathered the 
horses so he can "build 
up a stake" to support 
himself and Jessica 
Harrison (Sigrid Thor-
ton), the woman he loves. 
It's a fine beginning, 
b:.1t the plot soon becomes 
convoluted in a sappy 
love story. Two evil horse 
barons, who want to take 
'control of Snowy River so 
they can monopolize the 
horse industry, also are 
injected into the plot. 
The cinematography 
and stunt work in 
"Return to Snowy River" 
surpasses its original. 
There are some scenes 
that look almost unreal in 
their beauty, as if they 
were painted 011 the 
screen by wildlife artists. 
In the movie's most 
stunning scene, Craig, 
while in pursuit of the 
men who have stolen his 
horses, takes a shortcut 
and tries to ride down a 
steep mountainside. The 
scene is borrowed from 
the original movie and, 
though it works again in 
L§e sequel, it serves only as a reminder of its much better predecessor. 
By Dena Schulte 
Staff Writer 
Artists' contributions to 
society often are overlooked 
but have a direct effect on the 
images around us, including 
the images of television and 
advertising, an art professor 
said. 
"I'm not saying the public is 
ignorant or doesn't care," Ed 
Shay, a University art 
professor, said. "I'm saying 
it's our responsibility to make 
sure the public is aware of 
what an artist does and what 
good art is. " 
Shay, other artists and art 
administrators from the 
Midwest discussed problems 
they see in the art world at a 
retreat April 11 and 12 in 
Cleveland. 
The group also discussed 
ways to educate the public 
about art and generate a 
greater interest in art, Shay 
said. 
"It was a brainstorming 
session," Shay said. "We saw 
a need to do a better job of 
communicating to the public 
how important art is." 
During the two-day retreat, 
the group decided to create 
educational teleVIsion 
programs explaining what 
artists do in their studios, he 
said. 
"In most cases, TV 
programs show an artist in a 
studio working with an 
unorthodox material, such as 
toilet paper," Shay said. 
"People laugn and the artist is 
! seen as a baboon. !lot a person 
with serious ideas." 
He said most public 
misconceptions about art 
come from the media. The 
, Eccentric' 
N. Y. sculptor 
dies at 87 
NEW YORK (UP!) - Louise 
Nevelson, the flamboyant 
grand dame of American art 
whose pioneering work in wood 
and steel scull'~tre gained her 
international acclaim, died 
Sunday at the age of 87. 
The fiercely independent, 
some would say eccentric, 
artist known for her heavy, 
false eyelashes and bizarre jewelry, had been in poor 
health for several months bUi 
continued to work until her 
death with the aid of her son. 
She recently completed a 35-
foot black steel sculpture 
which is being installed at the 
National Institutes of Health in 
Bethesda, Md. 
Nevelson died Sunday 
evening at her home in 
Manhattan's Soho artists' 
quarter. 
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media focuses on stories about 
artists who are doing 
something off-the-wall. 
In most cases, people don't 
buy quality art works for their 
homes, he said. 
"H's because they arent 
educated about what kinds of 
art are available," Shay said. 
"We need to encourage the 
publie to become aware of 
what good art is." 
Richard Stone, un-
dergraduate student in design 
and one of the 1988 winners of 
the Riekert-Ziebold Trust 
Award, said a lot of negative 
publicity about art comes from 
the lack of motivation some 
artists have about displaying 
their works. 
"I think everyone (artists) 
needs to be more motivated. A 
lot of people are, but a lot of 
people aren't, " S tone said. 
Lack of motivation also 
keeps many graduates from 
working in their field after 
they graduate, he said. 
More publil!ity about art 
exhibits is needed on campus, 
Stone said. 
Some students are trying to 
promote awareness of art on 
campus. 
Members of Students for the 
Arts sponsored the "SIU 
Forum for the Arts," April 1, a 
forum which combined poetry, 
visual and performance art by 
University students and area 
artists. 
The next forum will be at 7 
p.m. April 28 in the Student 
Center Ballroom A, she said. 
Poetry, theater, visual art and 
music will be included in the 
forum. 
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Flower power 
Mayor 
of suburb 
indicted 
CHICAGO (UPI) - Dixmoor 
Mayor Kenneth Fisher was 
indicted Monday by a federal 
grand jury for allegedly ac-
cepting bribe money to allow a 
gambling operation to flourish 
in the south suburb for at leasI 
five years. 
Benjamin Laster of Downers 
Grove, who allegedly supplied 
the bribe money, and Samuel 
Perry of Calumet City, who 
allegedly acted as a 
"bagman" and brought the 
bribe money to the mayor, also 
were indicted in the scheme. 
Fisher was charged with 
racketeering, racketeering 
conspiracy, lying to the FBI 
and obstruction of justice. He 
faces a maximum 55-year 
prison term and a $1.2 million 
fine if convicted, U.S. Attorney 
Anton Valukas said. 
Patti Richardson, Junior In plant and soil SCience, cleans 
dead leaves from the research plots In the Horticulture 
Research Center near Chatauqua Road Monday afternoon. 
Laster, who allegedly paid 
bribes to F·isher from 1982 
through last August, was 
charged with racketeering and 
conspiracy. Perry also was 
charged with racketeering and 
conspiracy, Valukassaid. 
Former grad student 
has second transplant 
The gambling operation 
allegedly was run by Laster at 
Benji's Lounge in Dixmoor. 
Fisher allegedly assured 
Laster that Dixmoor police 
would overlook gambling at 
the establishment if he paid 
bribes, the indictment said. 
ST. LOUIS (uPD - A for-
mer University graduate 
student woman was in critical 
but stable condition Monday 
following the first single-lung 
transplant in Missouri, of-
ficials at Barnes Hospital said. 
Robin Sigler, 26, Carterville, 
underwent a six-hour 
emergency operation Sunday. 
She had previously un-
dergone a heart-lung tran-
splant at Barnes Hospital in 
1986. Since then, she had ex-
perienced scarring i.1 her 
transplanted lungs caused by 
chronic inflammation, but her 
heart was working well, said 
Dr. R. Morton Bolman, who 
headed the transplant team. 
Sigler is the first known 
patient in the United States to 
receive a single lung tran-
splant following a heart-lung 
transplant, Bolman said. 
Sigler, a former graduate 
student at Southern Illinois 
University-Carbondale, was 
Authorities 
won't talk 
a.bout deaths 
COLLINSVILLE, Ill. (UPI) 
-. Police remained tight-
lipped Monday about their 
investigation into the apparent 
beating deaths of two men 
whose bodies were found in a 
motel room over the weekend. 
The victims were identified 
as Nathaniel Johnson, 21, and 
Thomas Duncan, 26, both of 
East St. Louis. 
The bodies were found by an 
acquaintance about 10:30 a.m. 
Saturday in a room at the 
Thrifty Inn on Illinois Route 
157 at Interstates 55-70, police 
said. Collinsville is about 10 
miles east of St. Louis. 
No suspects were in custody 
Monday, and no additional 
information about the case 
was being released, a 
spokes:nan for the Collinsville 
Police Department said. 
The victims were beaten to 
~~:~~er f!~~so:urk~o~~i~ 
admitted to the hospital on 
April 15 because of her 
breathing difficulties. Doctors 
then determined she had only a 
few days to live without a lung 
transplant. 
The bribery scheme was 
uncovered when Laster 
allegedly offered a bribe to 
Dixmoor Police Chief Anton 
Gral, who then accepted the 
payments while working 
undercover for the FBI. 
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Constructive thought 
Suhaina Sulaimen, graduate student in 
food and nutrition, passes by a can· 
struction site on Greek Rowan Monday 
afternoon. 
Israel blamed by Tunisia 
in slaying of PLO leader 
TUNIS, Tunisia (uPIl -
Tunisia blamed Israel Monday 
for the assassination of the 
PLO's No.2 leader, Khalil Al-
Wazir, and said an Israeli 
military aircraft circled just 
outside Tunisian airspace as 
up to 40 commandos carried 
out the slaying. 
Meantime, Palestinian 
sources said Al-Wazir will be 
buried in Syria Wednesday in a 
move that could signal im-
proved ties between Damascus 
and Palestine Liberation 
Organization leader Yasser 
Arafat. 
Better relations between 
Arafat and Syria could reunite 
the feuding factions of the 
PLO, allowing the group to 
give its full support to the 
Palestinian uprisings in the 
!sraeli-occupied territories, a 
guerrilla leader said. 
Al-Wazir, known as Abu 
Jihad, was widely viewed as 
the coordinator behind the 4-
month-old Palestinian 
Bombs 
explode in 
Frankfurt 
FRANKFURT, West 
Germany (UP!) 
Bombs exploded within a 
few minutes of each other 
early Monday outside the 
downtown Jewish 
Community Center and 
the Saudi Airline office, 
causing considerable 
damage but no injuries, 
police said. 
There were no claims 
of responsibility for the 
bombings. 
The first device ex-
ploded about 18 feet 
outside the entrance to 
the Jewish center at two 
minutes after midnight. 
Eight minutes later, 
another bomb went off 
outside the Saudi Airline 
office about 1 and a half 
miles from the center, 
breaking window:> in the 
office. 
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uprisings in the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip. He was killed 
Saturday by a commando 
team that burst into his Tunis 
villa firing submachine guns 
and silencer-equipped pistols. 
The PLO blamed the attack 
on Israel. But Israel, which 
does not acknowledge 
operations carried out by its 
commandos, has declined 
comment on the assassination. 
Tunisian investigators 
Monday handed President 
Zine El Abidine Ali a report 
that blamed Israel. 
"The inquiry has established 
that Israel planned and 
carried out this cowardly 
terrorist act," the official 
Tunisian Press Agency quoted 
the committee as saying. 
"The terrorist group that 
assassinated the Palestinian 
leader at dawn had 
sophisticated technology. Only 
states are capable of carrying 
out this kind of terrorism," the 
report said. 
Police sources said the 
commando unit was made up 
of about 40 armed men, and 
while about eight commandos 
stormed the villa, a woman 
used electronic gadgets to 
knock out the telephones of the 
villa and the local police 
station. 
The report said an Israeli 
military Boeing 707 with 
registration 1X977 was flying just outside Tunisian airspace 
at the time of the killing. The 
airplane remained 33 miles 
from Tunisian territory to 
avoid retaliation from the 
Tunisian Air Force while it 
also neutralized tel Jphones in 
the area, the report said. 
In Washington, State 
Department spokesman 
Charles Redman said the 
United States condemned the 
killing but "had no knowledge 
of nor was it involved in any 
way in this assassination." 
u.s. renews its calls 
for Iranian sanctions 
UNITED NATIONS (UPI) -
The United Stares renewed 
cal's for an arms embargo 
against Iran Monday, hours 
after U.S. forces blasted 
Iranian vessels and oil plat-
forms in the Persian Gulf. 
U.S. Ambassador Herbert 
Okun told U.N. Security 
Council President Peter Zuze 
of Zambia that the U.S. attacks 
were in self-defense as allowed 
by the U.N. Charter but that 
new developments in the seven 
and a half year war between 
Ir&n and Iraq can be solved 
only through political 
measures. 
"This proves more than ever 
the need of an enforcement 
measure," Okun told reporters 
after his meeting with Zuze. 
"What we have here are 
isolated incidents, each one of 
them is a form of escalatioo." 
"Our goal is to end the war 
(through Security Council 
resolution 598) .•. and we need a 
second resolution," he said. 
"It has to be applied to the 
party that is not complying 
with the resolUtion, and that's 
Iran." 
Resolution 598, adopted 
unanimously in July by the 15-
nation council, calls for an 
immediate cease-fire, troop 
withdrawal, peace talks and 
determination of responsibility 
for the war that began in 
September 1980. 
The resolution calls for an 
arms embargo against Iran or 
Iraq if they disobey a cease-
fire. 
Iran wants Iraq labeled as 
the aggressor before any 
cease-fire is imposed. Iraq 
says it will abide by the 
resolutioo if Iran does the 
same. 
The renewed U.S. support 
for the Security Council 
resolution came hours after 
the United Smtes struck back 
at Iran for &owing a mine that 
damaged tl)e frigate USS 
Samuel B. Roberts last week in 
the Persian Gulf. 
Washington said U.S. naval 
and air forces destroyed two 
Iranian oil platforms in the 
gulf eady . Mon~y,. sank an 
Iranian gwded-lIUliSile patrol 
boat and set fire to two Iranian 
frigates. 
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Britain supports Gulf raid l'tl11UJ" Soviet TV labels 
attacks on I ran 
as 'aggressive' 
LONDON (UP!) - British 
Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher called the American 
attacks on Iranian oil plat-
forms Monday "entirely 
justified," but Soviet television 
labeled them "aggressive 
actions" that aggravated the 
Persian Gulf conflict. 
Elsewhere, reaction to the 
U.S. operation was mixed, 
with Italy offering moderate 
support and calling for an end 
to the gulf war and Greece 
saying the U.S. attack could 
"dangerously escalate the 
conflict between Iran and 
Iraq." 
The most supportive 
reaction abroad came from 
Thatcher's government in 
London, which said 
Washington's forces were 
making a balanced reaction to 
Tehran's "cowardly act" of 
laying mines in the gulf. 
American jets, warships and 
Marines destroyed two Iranian 
oil platforms in the Persian 
Gulf in retaliation [or the 
renewed mine-laying. U.S. 
forces later blasted two 
Iranian frigates and sank a 
gunboat that fought back. 
"We are satisfied from 
evidence we have that the 
mines were laid by Iran and 
therefore that the American 
action was entirely justified as 
a proportionate response," 
Thatcher said. The English 
government has deployed 
warships in the gulf to protect 
British-flagged shipping. 
Italy's foreign minister 
indicated that the Iranians 
should have known what to 
expect. 
"Laying mines is an 
illegitimate act which puts 
shipping at risk," Giulio An-
dreotti said. "Today's in-
cidents and the reactions 
follow the tough logic of 
military actions and reac· 
tions." 
But ;n Moscow, Soviet 
television said. "Instead of 
using joint efforts of the world 
community to end the Iran-
Iraq conflict and ~o promote 
political means of normalizing 
the situation in the Persian 
Gulf. the United States 
deliberately has resorted to 
aggressive actions and this 
only exacerbated the situation 
in the region and creates the 
threat of direct involvment of 
the U.S.A. into the local con-
flict." 
In Cairo, the Egyptian 
foreign minister said, "We 
have an understanding for the 
U.S. response." 
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SIU 
Kuwaiti prince asks for release, 
dampens hope of end· to ordeal 
Cheerleader 
Tryouts 
Clinics: April 18-22, 6-9pm 
April 23, Bam SIU 
Arena 
Tryouts: 
Note: You must attend 2 clinics 
prior to tryouts (Fri Clinic ALGIERS, Algeria (UP!) -
Hijackers holding 31 hostages 
aboard a Kuwait Airways jet 
forced a Kuwaiti prince to 
mouth their demands Monday, 
dampening hopes that the 
start of the Moslem holy month 
of Ramadan would lead to a 
breakthrough in the 14-day 
ordeal. 
"Please free the prisoners," 
said Fadhel AI-Sabah, 33, a 
member of the large Kuwaiti 
ruling family, in a radio 
transmission to the control 
tower at Boumedienne Air-
port. He then lapsed into 
unintelligible statements 
apparently caused by 
exhaustion and nervousness. 
One of the sky pirates then 
grabbed the cockpit radio 
micropbone from AI-Sabab 
and said the prince was ur.able 
to repeat his message directed 
to Sheik Jaber AI-Ahmad AI-
Sabah, the Emir, or con-
stitutional monarch, of 
Kuwait. 
"I want to confirm that he is 
one of the Kuwaiti royal 
family. He is Fadhel AI-
Sabab, " the hijacker said. 
Monday's feeble tran-
smission was the first time one 
of three members of the 
Kuwaiti royal family aboard 
the jet have joined the 
hijackers' forced procession of 
passengers pleading for 
government concessions. 
A Kuwaiti hostage released 
Thursday said that Prince AI-
Sabah apparently had suffered 
a nervous breakdown, shaking 
and weeping constantly. 
Some Middle East experts 
had speculated that the 
hijacking saga would end as 
Ramadan, a traditional period 
of peace and reconciliation, 
began. But there was no sign of 
Marine's reported death 
denied by U.S. officials 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) -
A Christian-run radio station 
said Monday kidnappat U.S. 
Marine Lt. Col. William 
Higgins was killed by his pro-
Iranian Moslem captors this 
month in southern Lebanon, 
but the report was promptly 
denied. 
A spokesman for the Shiite 
Moslem militia Arnal, which 
has participated in the search 
for Higgins since his February 
capture, issued a denial, and 
U.S. officials said they could 
not confirm the report by the 
Voice of Lebanon radio station. 
Citing "special in-
formation," the station said 
the d~corated Vietnam 
veteran was killed by mem-
bers of the fundamentalist pro-
Iranian Hez'lollah movement 
during fighting this month 
between Hezbollah and Arnal 
in southern Lebanon. 
The radio, which did not give 
a source for its report. said 
Higgins' captors killed him 
because they feared that Amal 
gunmen would rescue him 
during the fighting. There 
were no other details of 
Higgins' reported death in the 
village of ~iddiqine, 47 miles 
south of BelI'Ut. 
But Abdel Majid Saleh, 
Arnal's politicial officer in 
southern Lebanon, said in a 
statement to United Press 
International, "Higgins was 
not killed, and he is not held in 
our area (of southern 
Lebanon)." He did not say how 
Amal obtained its information. 
In Washington, a Pentagon 
official said there had been no 
independent confirmation of 
the radio report and the U.S. 
Embassy in Beirut said it 
could neimer confirm nor deny 
it. 
Timor Goksel, the 
spokesman for the United 
Nations Interim Forces in 
Lebanon, said, "I can't con· 
firm or deny this report. I 
simply don't have information 
in this regard." 
Higgins, 43, the head of a 75-
member U.N. truce ob-
servation team, which over-
sees accords among Middle 
East nations, was kidnapped 
while driving in a two vehicle 
U.N. convoy Feb. 17 on the 
coastal road south of the port 
city of Tyre, 46 miles south of 
Beirut. 
The Christian Voice of 
Lebanon, which is run by the 
Christian Phalange Party, an 
opponent of the various 
Moslem groups, said Higgins 
was kept in the village of 
Jibsbit, a main Hezbollah 
stronghold 39 miles south of 
Beirut, after his capture but 
was taken to Siddiqine with an 
escort of Iranian 
Revolutionary Guards shortly 
before Amal stormed Jibsbit 
on April 5. 
Three days of fighting 
between Arnal and Hezbollah 
for the control of mainly Shiite 
southern Lebanon ended April 
8 in a cea!;e-fire. 
a major breakthrough. 
The suspected pro-Iranian 
hijackers have demanded the 
release of 17 convicted Shiite 
guerrillas jailed in Kuwait for 
the 1983 bombings of the U.S. 
and French Embassies. The 
Kuwaiti government has 
refused to capitulate to their 
demands, even though the 
hijackers have killed two of 
their hostages. 
The terrorists have 
promised not to harm anyone 
while the blue and white 
jetliner is in Algiers, but over 
the weekend they demanded 
fuel and threatened to fly to 
another country so the would 
not have to carry out the 
massacre in Algeria." 
The normally discreet 
security around the airport 
was tightened as police and 
security officers lined the 
runways. 
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Yz Lb. Chopped 
Steak Dinner 
Includes salad buffet 5399 with Hot Spot' (01/· you.can.eot) and 
baked potato. 
i£~~!t~-~~~!~~ 5299 
Buffet and Beverage 
A perfect lunch that includes fresh oegeIables. fresh 
fruit, hot uegelobles and tU'O hoI soups. Specially prictd. 
10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 
Kids 5 & under 
eat Free from 
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ACROSS 
1 Fruit drinks 
5 Gr. Muse 
10 Oil cartel 
14 Physical entity 
15 Violin bow 
need 
16 - bene 
Today's 
Puzzle 
17 MacLaine-
Mitchum film 
20 Acetate and 
stearate 
21 Of ages 
22 Tee preceder 
23 Della of song 
24 Tolls 
Puzzle answers 
are on Page 14. 
DOWN 34 Patricia & 
26 FOR org. 
28 Churchmen 
1 Rayed flower 
2 Use /0 divining 
family 
35 Omega 
32 Perceived In a rod 
way 
36 Busy as -
37 Harvey film 
41 Zola novel 
42 Bureau 
3 Overact 
4 Vaults 
5 Sins 
37 Explosive 
38 Cleopatra's 
attendant 
39 Court 
divider 6 Baloney! 
7 Pallid 
43 .. - Boat" 
47 Lawyer: abbr. 
48 Blackboards 
50 Water plants 
55 Offspring 
8 Having layers 
9 Store sign 
40 Suddenly 
44 Salmagundi 
45 Empty space 10 At - (In 
harmony) 46 Forever 
58 Reykjavik's 
site: abbr. 
59 Pussyfoots 
60 Powell-Wray 
film 
1 t Affectation 
12 Gr. letters 
13 ('row's cries 
18 Sp. city 
poetically 
49 Puckish 
51 Composer 
Franz 19 Raines or 52 Silly ones 
53 Showery Fitzgerald 
63 Aborigine 01 
Japan 
24 "Kiss Me -" 
25 Strike- month 
64 Platoons 
breakers 
27 Aries 
54 Trealise 
55 Party or line 
56 Buckeye State 
57 Hawaiian bird 
59 "- Timber-
65 China, Burma 
et al. 
29 Hautboy 
66 Traveler 
30 K;nd of bee. 
31 Rigid 
67 First king of 
Egypt 
32 Iranian title 
33 Plseivorous 
lane" 
61 Sable e.g. 
62 Summer: Fr. 68 Depend (on) bird 
Project funded to help 
older ildult education 
An Illinois Board of Higher 
Education and University 
project designed to £:Dcourage 
older adults to be'!ome in-
volved in higher edu(:ation has 
been funded by the Retirement 
Research Foundation. 
The project director is Jane 
AngeJis of Academic Affairs 
and Research. 
One of the issues the project 
addresses is bringing young 
students in contact with older 
adults and retir~ in order to 
benefit from their experience, 
according to a press release 
from the Office of the Vice 
President for Academic Af-
fairs and Research. 
The release states that a 
coalition of 40 aging, education 
and volunteer organizations 
came together to create a 
model program to examine the 
educational needs of older 
people, to promote more 
contact between younger and 
older generations and increase 
"interest in aging education 
from preschool through 
gradua te levels. " 
Forums have been held in 
recent months in Chicago, 
Carbondale, Peoria, 
Bloomington and Springfield 
to examine the problems 
facing older adults in 
education including a lack of 
sensitivity with some teachers 
who work with older adults. 
According to the release, the 
project ~taff will work with the 
State Board oi Education, the 
Department on Aging and the 
Board of Higher Education to 
increase opportunities for 
retirees in education. 
Project needs faculty, staff 
Full-time faculty and ad-
ministrative staff are needed 
to serve as mentors to in-
coming freshman for the 
project, Maximize Academic 
Growth in College. 
The program matches 
faculty and staff with new 
freshman. 
About 250 voluntet>rs are 
needed for the 1988-89 
academic year. 
semester. Faculty and staff 
members offer guidance and 
counseling to help students 
reach their academic goals. 
This year, the fourth year of 
the program, nearly 400 
students &nd 18(; faculty and 
staff members volunteered to 
participate in the project, 
making it one of the largest 
programs of its type. 
Mentors should meet in- For details, C \11 Dan Nadler, 
formally with their assigned assistant direc or of student 
studf'nts at least three times a development. a' 453-5714. 
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Briefs 
DOC SPACKMAN Triathlon 
practice swim will be held at 4 
p.m. April 26 at the Campus 
Boat Dock The triathlon 
consists of a one-fourth mile 
swim, 6.2 mile bike race and 
two mile run. For details, call 
Kathy Hollister at 536-5531. 
THE STUDENT Recreation 
Center will sponsor "Relax," a 
stress buster workshop, at 7 
p.m. tonight in the Student 
Center Mississppi Room and 
"How to Take Tests Without 
Falling Apart" at 3 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Student 
Center Mississippi Room. 
GAY AND Lesbian People's 
Union will meet at 8 tonight in 
the GLPU office on the third 
floor of the Student Center. 
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE 
Club will meet at 5 tonight at 
the Climbing Wall in the Rec 
Center. 
WATER SKI Club will meet 
at 8 t.onight in thP. Rec Center 
conference room. 
SOCIETY OF Manufac-
toring Engineers will meet at 7 
tonight in Tech A 219. 
STUDENTS FOR Amnesty 
International will meet at 7:45 
tonight in the Student Center 
Saline Room. 
MOBILIZATION OF 
Volunteer Effort will sponsor 
"Rainbow Lunch" a fun-
draiser for Rainbow's End 
ChUd Care Center at 11:30 a.m. 
Thursday. Cost is $3. 
NEWMAN CENTER will 
sponsor a concert by "For 
Healing Purposes Only" at 8 
tonight at 715 S. Washington. 
COLLEGE OF Education 
will begin its Career Day at 
9:15 a.m. Wednesday in the 
Student Center Ballroom D. 
SYNERGY will sponsor a 
tie-dye party at 3 p.m. today at 
Synergy, 903 S. Illinois. Bring 
your own T-shirt. 
WELLNESS 
CENTER 
GROUPS & 
WORKSHOPS 
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4-2S-U. . . . ... 3S58"aI41 shady lot sauth 01 Carbondal •. New 
windows. d-.. ded<. shed. wei' 
moJntaln.d. r-654-7652. 
4-22oU . ............. 3088Ael40 I'::;;;~~;;J ~;::£=:;;~.:~~~~.7~ 
"'25-88 .............. 3224A .. /41 
TRANSM'SS'ON REPA'R~ AAA AulO 
Sale. and Serv~, (Iormerly Eas. Sid. 
Garo~). 605 N. ""nol., C'd"I •. 451-
763' 
4-20·88 ........ ~.. . 2208Ab'38 
MANY USED TIRES also low priced 
new tires. bottltries. 529.99 Gator 
'981 IlEDMAND , .... 10. 2 bdnn. 2 
boths. cen olr. vlny' underplnnln". 
beoutJ#u'·tnl1" see. Privat., shaded. 
,.nted 'ot. Qu-I.' loeotlon. 457·2759. 
985-2615. 
"'25-U. .. 3326A.I41 
~i~~I.WMo.'n 529'23O~4~AbI38 IC" MIK.llan.ou. ····<.1 
. ::~ot~~~~i~~ . ~'I' ~DALE TABLE-BOOTH. 4 a.Hached 
t ... ". --", chairs. SilO. UnIque minI ch,na 
'9~ HONDA 500 MAGNA V.30. d:~~';'" 5«'~s' ~::~~ .. ~!::~ 
10000 miles. new fires-complete \ collector dotls, $Joo. Gloss disp/oy tu~. up. Exc. bike SI500 'obI •. SSO. Doll house ond furn. $75. 
II ~s"!fo~~;'~'ce~:!~':~~axtr.~'=~ :~Jo~:~~~~r~~~~ .. ~~. 2338Afl38 be u.ed lor bIke or ony.hlng 5500 METAL VAR'OUS SIZES and colors L.......-~......,..,--= __ ':-'-".,...,.-J (seporofe1rJ Both for $1800. 5.9- for underpinning, siding. and elc 
:':j~ :!J:;IO~~·O:. m~It:b5:::r::' 1 !~;::a8.... . .. ,. _ 3280Ad39 I :'k~~~ f29~;S~5~biJ. homes 1M 150 
I: 
Automotlv. 
~;~~11~9 •. 7280./a~~a;5';'?!~'39 :='~I:~~~~~1. very goad ~::'S WALLPAPER OU~~;r,~53 
:'~.~~l!~S~~1 t~r:.· ~~~WASAK,'Ki ;000. ~7~~~ E:E: E~:::: :Erl r!-n/ ::: 
:= :;~$_:mr. Guide. 1-80S~7- ::';h~~' ~,::ir:::'f.' :::.;;-:,,~ 50.000 ",IJ. ,: .todc . ... 'y,d:..bC~ 
~9~: vWRA8Sii.·.~: !~~;~ ::~~;:II·.bes,oH .... ~a"~;!!~3s ~Z-:·~· ........... 3343AII40 
new baH.. fires. clutch. brakes_ YAMAHA XS 650 1983 •• celr.n. FOIl SJlLE: SECOND year asparagus 
Mus's .. '" SIBOOobo. 687-2'63. candllion '0 ... miles 1950 or be ••. roots 20 cents each. Call 893·2698 tJ~~A . picKUP" i98:'~~~~ ~~~':saCollaff"'.4.p.m'.549~~~cl391 ~~~:::m: ........... 3022A1137 
o.....cJrl"... 30.600 miles. camper '985 SUZUKI G5450L bough. new In R.OAT GLASS WINDOW Pan ••• 28 • 
,hell. 549-4464or549"'~~1 1986 w-wlndshleld and 141119. rock: ~~ years old. Coli Httn-In I·U2· 
19~~~U5TANG Gi.·45.~:~~~~f. ~'::ner;-·51a;'dX. I~II m~49~5~5 4.21':".. . ..... 3554AII39 
po, am-1m. MIchelin fir ••• 4 spd. wknights 7-9. Sat. 12-4. 
mu .... " 52495 abo 549-8-476. 4-22-U .............. 30429Acl40 
4-'9·88 .............. 3290Aa131 1982 KAW 440 LTD bel. drl" • .16OO 
'83 PONTIAC J2OOO. 5 .pd. am-1m mi. new rear fire, boHery. 1550 abo 
ca .... un rool. ac. pb. po. great must •• "by4-22529-4489. 
cand .. 12150obo549·17304. 4-_ ............. 3502Ac138 
4-20-U .............. 3358Aal38 1980 liED YAMAHA EXCITER. &. 
MOVING AFTER G/lADUATION? Buy cell .. n' condo S300 409 W. Main no_ 4 
your own U-HoJI Von. Truck. nex' to public "brary. Leov. written 
llea.onabl •. Coli 549-4068. ...._ and number on d_ to call 
4-25-U . ............. 3315Aa!41 bod<. 
1986 FIERO Sf 6 crl. 20,000 mi. •• .e. 4-'9-U . 
candlflan. $8500. Call 529·1189 off ... 
9 p:m. asldar Shim. 
"'19·88 . ............. 333OAal37 
.304I .... cl37 
WANTED 
w. buy moat T.V:. S_·.. VCR'. In any 
condition. 
TV Rental - $25 Mo. 
A1.TV 715S.III. 
529-4717 
14 FOOT ALUMINUM V·HUll boot 
and ",,"er. 55 H.P. Mercury. 1750 . 
Alter 5 p.m. 549""6<1. 
... 25-U . 3674A1I41 
Sporting Good. 
NEW MAOf R'TE 4 - 5279. Oneida 
1 
Eogle H250 . 1192. HSN . 1239 and 
Screaming Eagl. 600 - 5213. At ./11'. 
Archery. th .. ploce lor • ..,..Ice. 6B4-
3302_ 
.. 19-88 .............. 3610Ak'37 
BUY AMEII/CAN~ AMERICAN Ar· 
chery Sows. Th. bes •• hooting and 
I 
bes' worron'ed bows mCJd. Bill's 
Arcnery Mon Noon - 5 P m Wed 
ondfrl 6pm . 'Opm 6~-3302 
4-19-U 3666Ak137 
I Furniture 1 
JENNY'S ANTtQUES AND used 
I4Imlture old route 13 west. turn 
South of Midland Inn To"em, and go 
3 mil ... 'uyandSell. 549·4978 
5·1·88 _ .... 311Mm153 
BWE STRATOLOUNGEllllfCliNER , 
yr. aid. 5265. An.iqu. oak lull bed 
ond .ab/e 585. 985-3185 . 
... 20·88 ....... _ .. _ .. 3500Am'38 
QUEEN SIZE WATER.ED 5350 000. 
Call Jim 549-8405 if no answer 'eave 
messoge. 
4-2'oU . . .. .... .. 3416Am 143 
BEAUTIFUL MEDITERRANEAN 
MASTER bedroom set. large trip'. 
dresser, large chesf and headboard 
. 5225. 457·8049 al •• r 5 or. 
week.nds. 
4·'9·88 . ~ . ~ .. ~ . 3420Aml37 
MiSS KITTY'S GOOD deon use-d 
furnlturo. 10-4 E Jackson Sf., Cdore. 
Chest drawers. dressers. sofas. 
much more. I have lust purchased a 
froctor troUer lood of new furnHl,lre 
at my sfDre In Hurs' on Bu~h A"' I 
RR 149. 5 miles E. 01 DeSola. No".. 
brand fum/tcHe. no' l4Ink af unheard 
of prices. 
5·'5-U ....... _ ..... 3651Am'55 
ANTIQUE DINETTE SET wi'" bulle,. 
bunk bed., desk.. portable wolline,. 0" conditioners, .tOl'm doors. 529-
3814. 
... ·22OU . ....... 345OAml40 
1:':"'Mue!ca' ,II 
WHO DID VICE PIlES,DENT .ush call I 
when he needed .ound and "lIhts? 
Sound Core .lrlng' always 2 for $9. 
D.J. systeml ond fAlot recordIng 
studio. 122S.IIlInolsA.:. 451-5641. 
4-25-U . ............. 2359An/41 
GUITAR. BASS AND lheory lesson •. 
fronsalptlons. Most sfyl.s. 511J 
Grad. 14 yrs ."P.llieft 549-6'40. 
"'26-88. . _ ......... 2461""'42 
. -,I' BDRM FURN.. AC. very nice I I SubJease for Summer only Very i ~~:·a:!uC::~oP~~ ~~~~,~;' 
r ====0"0'===71! or 457·2341. 
,.:'" . Apartm.nt. ..., "'1 !1H~: ~~,PsS:S,'mb;;r~:;'!~~;~ 
S.,mmer mos CoJlS.f9-J.tl0. 
4·25·88 .. .. . ..... 332580'4' 
LUXURY 2 BDRM TOWNHOUSES, So. 2 BDRM APT FURN., ac. cia •• '0 S'U. 
on Glan' City 81od< T~. , and a hall ~;~~~~ug. Aff ... noon 451· 
::h;:.r.;r;:.:~~~&;;~nce $490p- 5.11-88 ..... _ ........ 350980153 
"'20.88 .............. 326080138 2 BDi1M FURN. APT. fa< .ubl..,se. 
HillCREST TERRACE APTS. 613 S. no. 3. 80S W. Main .fa"'ng May 15th 
=~.n~nt,c:. ..,:-,.;;. ~tt;:,::,r~ $: ~~~:~ water and Ir. Incl.. o-c. 
~=.,~U.:':1 ;:"~k~;: C~n::..~ tJ~~tiMMfR 'riATiS 'I~~~':~~ 
Itructlon. _nergy .Hldent, g-C and bedroom. corp.-t. fum. -uflfurn .• air. 
heat. appro-,ed off campus hau.'ng. Fo', renfal also. 451-6956 . 
529.3989. 1>-,4-88 .............. jMJ80154 
"'20.88 . . . . .. . ...... 3066Bal38 I ONii .DRM UNIT. unfuml.hed. 
420 S. GRAHAM ST. Large 2 bdrm. _u"''''espaid, 5150ma. 3mll., 
furn. carpet. a-C', 2 bUes from StU. 1:0lt of Corbondol.. In quI.' 
•• rlp and lie<. CIr. Clean. new pain.. neighborhood. ~.ts okay. Call 931-
529.3989. 3978. If noansww coU again 
'.2O-U .............. 306980138 4-29·88 _ ............. 354580145 
SUMMER IIENTAlS. WE ha" •• 1· NICE I 8DRM FURN., DC • • ub""',. 
flel.ncy 1. 2. and 3 belrm opl's. Now '01' Summer. Very close to campus. 
"""I/abl •. Coli Bonn .. Ow.n. 529- A.k abouf ap' no. 2. 457-4n ?' 
2054. 681-1938. 
"'5-U ... _ ...... ~ .... 323'801"'9 ... 29·88 .............. 365llla'45 
VEIIY NEAR CAMPUS. luxury fu,· , 8DRM FUIINISHED APT .• IllS mo. 
nl.hed eHIclency Gradua .. Law or tar ane plus ufi"" ... or 5150 I", 
medical students onl~. no pets. Call fwo. Water. and ga~ pickup 
684-4145. paid. no pets or loud parties. 457-
5.11.8' .............. 3146 .... '53 6352. 
fG YPT/AN PYRAMID COMPLEXES ... 22-88.............. 354980 140 
....... renUng lor Summer and foil. SU.LEASE I BEDAOOM APT. 185 ma 
~prlce. in .awn 451·194' ar 549· Z';;::. .... h.:..,.S.Ph .. 45~:::~,40 
4.21-U . 3'4880139 I BDi1M APT. AVA'l. Ma~ 15. 5265 
LARGE 2 8DRM, QUIET area. near mo. Nice. clttan. ,,411.,. 549·8060 
Corbonda/. Clinic. Furnished or Evenings. 
unlumlshed. 1360 up. 549·6125. 4·29·88 .......... ; .. 361580'45 
5_11.88 .............. 3230480'53 1 VIDEO PETS OK. Mbara. I bdrm 
!':,AC:O::'S ;U::..,~al,"':I:./";: ~;~:~dudl~3Ufl': ~.a.II~~~J40 
area. 457.5276. BEAUTIFUL LARGE I 'EDROOM. 
COALE 2 BllRM APT. In a qui.' onto ;::tfo!'O;:'·m!~~&~":~;:~9S!::: 
~~:; oe,;/'':rto~!~c~~r;:;. ~ =~~ , 5 p.m. 
529·'439 or 549-6154. LUXURY 2 BEDROOMS. UNFURN or 
BEST VALUE. IJTlL_ Ind .. • H. I., ~~;~~~~':.~!:.t;:';.-:S~~2·,~/0I' 
bdrm. $120·$240. Fall or Sum. 910 W S.~.88... . . ... 331880,51 
Sycamore. 045;-6'93 eve •. 
COUNTRY CLUB ClflCLE Sugartr .. · APARTMENTS 
~:,::. ~:;~a::!! ':!'" n:II.ffloHlr;! SIU APPROVED 
hrs_ M·F 8:JO.S. Sat. '0 ..... Sun .·S. Air Conditioning FurnJ,h.d 
529 .... 511. $wlmming Pool (Iou 10 Campul 
, AND 2 80RM AP1$. Clean. quJet. Fully Ca'P*'od Charcool Grill, 
dose to campus. Summer CK fall. 
687· J938 SUMMER OHL't'-
SUMMER SU.LEASER. 3 BDRM ap.. EltitienCies & 3 Bdrm. Apl$ 
w-cen. a",~ Close '0 campu •. 687· FALL" SPRING-
~:!8UTlFUL THREE AND four Elticiencies Only 
::~:;>m Fotr~pri~~jJ~~: ~~iT.::: 
Walking dl,'ance. 549-5520. 
Avallabl. 
for 
MaYandJUne 
2bdrmeHou"s 
303 Willow $325 
J 102 N. Carico $300 
S. 51 next to 
King'~ Wok $400 
2 Wnn. Apartment 
South-Dole Apts. 
S. 51 $425 
Efficiency Apt. 
401 W. Monroe $260 
2 Bdrm. Duple).: 
Hiahlander Sub. Div. 
- S_ 51 $325 
4 Bdrm.Hou .. 
227 Lewis Lone $600 
Call Frank 
549-7110 
THE QUADS 
1207 S. Wall C'dale 
457-4123 
Show ApI. 1 to Spm M·f 
Sot. 10·12 noon 
Now Leasing 
For Sprlne 'ae .. '89 
Furnished 
one bedrooms, 
and efficiencies 
InclucUn., 
Carpet&Air 
laundry Facilities 
Water. Trash & Sewer 
Clean & Quiet 
No Pets 
Shown by Appointment 
Only 
549-6610 
Imperia~ Mecca 
Apartments 
19n FOIID lTD 2 "-",, •• c. DOn-
dllion. $199 coli 549'{)182. ask for 
Daniel. 
""9·88 .............. 33B7Aa131 
1963 OfEVY IMPALA 2 0WMn. 4 
~;,.!f." s!9l1.·3 ":r, :::: ,,;-;': 
11000. 
\Noodruff Services 
One Stop Housing Gui~'e 
CHlce located at 
Meadow Ridge, C-8 
Carbondale 
... _ .............. 33B5AaI38 
'85 IIELLANT 13600, '83 P/taenl. 
52495. '83 Che .. H. 1'995, '82 
Dalsun Pld<up 4 who dr. 52995. '19 
Sunblrd $995. AAA Au'" Sal •• , 605 
N. IIllnol •. 549·1331. 
... , 9·88 . . .. . . . . . .. ... 3386Aa 137 
1978 FOIID FAfflMONT ST. wogan. 4 
speed. am·lm. new clutch. dean. 
IJOOd condlflan. 11150 aba. 529-
5941. 453·334lerl. 56. 
"'20·88 .............. 3403Aa 138 
1981 DATSUN 310 GX. 2 dr. 5 .pd. 
wlM red "..tg'k, «. stereo. rear 
wiper and defr. 38 mPl/. 11600 aba. 
549·1908 . 
""9·88 .............. 343BAa131 I 
1985 TOYOTA COfIOU.A. 4 dr,S ,pd. I 
ar. om-1m stereo. ps. ph. 3B mpg. 
e.c_ cond .. $4950 529-497. . 
4-19-U .............. 3642AaI31 
'19 CHEVEm • ... LOT of new pa ..... 
in •• cell .. nt candlflon. 1700 col' i 
Da .. a'457-4409. , 
4·'9-U . ............. 3503A0131 I' 
19SO CHEVROLET OfEVETTE. 67 .... 
Goad candlflan. mu.' ,ell $ 1350 
abo. Am~ 453·510' ar 549·5275. 
"'25-U . ............. 30421Aa'41 
19SO HONDA ACCORD 2 dr. am·1m 
cast Y. d~e $'100 neg. Call 
549-6748 01' 529·2849 anytlm •. 
... 22·88 .............. 3510.40'40 
HONDA ACCORD 1911. 4 dr. loaded, 
"1ow ml' .... new brakes and exhaust. 
Groduaf/ng mus' .. U I 12450 aba 
549'{)56O. 
4·2'·88 ..... _ ....... _ 3372AaI39 
'82 NISSAN CENTURA 4 dr. 5 ,pd. a<. 
om·'tn •• xc. cond .• 549·3948 al'e 6 
~:;;'-B8 . . . 3313.1.0139 I 
MEADOW RIDGE 
Is Surprisingly 
Affordable 
From 
$170 per person 
.. 
Brand New 3 & 4 
Bedroom Townhouses 
.conveniently located 
-Next to 5Chool 
on Waif & Campus 
Extras Include: 
Washer/Dryer 
Heat Pumps 
Dishwasher 
457·332 
457-3321 Open Saturdays 10-4 Sunday 12·3 Town Homes-Houses-Aportments-Mooile Homes 
HOUSES 
.Spaciou. 3 Bdrm 601 N_ Carica $140 ... r penon. 
Starts Fall. furnished with great backyard. 
.Your own heated garage/wort. area at this 
2 Bdrm hou .. 306 N. Oakland_ Starts Jun., 
$175 ................ 
eAdu11& only need apply far thl ...... utlful new 
2 bedroom duple. with al+oched garage. heat 
pump. washer. d ...... r. $495 monthly In ..... utiful 
Union HIli •. 
eThI. on. bedroom dupl .... iust 7 minut .. 
from school with central air. nalural gas heat 
and large yard. $185. 
457-3321 
APARTMENTS 
...... W_: Qui.t 21edroamo behind 
Ca.'bondale Clinic oH... N_ 
Carpeting. Lighted Pari<ing. Security 
and Economy at anly $350.00 monthly. 
..... ,_ i. perfect far the 
prafessionals. with .xtra large 
bedfoom. oeparot. kitchens. oeparot. 
"ining room,. you'lI have room ta 
•• pand. Porch or Balcony with each 
apartment & .xtra .torage at no 
addltionol charge ..... Ind Carbondal. 
Clinic $395.00 monthly. 
Hlella,.,. ...... I. worth the drive. 
Onl) $265 IIIOIIthly far these Ilk. new 2 
bedroom.. Only 7 mlnuteo from 
Carbondal.. Air Conditioned. 
carpeted, nice ourroundinga. 
457-3321 
Mobile Home. 
2 & 3 Bedrooms at 
910E. Pari< 
You'll Lov.: 
-Great N_ location. 
oStorage Building 
-Lighted pari<ing 
esundeck 
i~ ~;r ••• - , ' .. 
2 & 3 Bedrooms al 
714 E. College 
Featuring: 
<obI. TV 
ltCentral Air 
eWa&her-Oryer 
1tC1 .... ta Campus 
..... tural Ga. Efficiency 
.Sorry No Pets 
Call Lorie or Aura 
457·3321 
Sunglasses 
Mf. Chancel/or... 
3 SDRM APARTMENT. EXCLUSIVE 
area. idea' for profaulonal or 
Ioculfy $43D per monlh. $ 100 oH I •• 
mos. ren'. S29...f361. 
4-29·U . . .. ........ 23.f08o 145 
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMEII 2 bdrm. 
fum. quJet, on .... holl blode ;0 
campus. Ca" Ryon ot 5.9 .... 91. 
4-21·U .............. 254380139 
NEW 2 BDRMS. 516 So. Poplar 2 or 3 
people. fum, $300 Summer. U85 
foil. 9 mo. leo... 529·3581. 529· 
1820. 
My roo.'MIote hilS lost 
hI:; lina/ielol Old and. .. 
I 
Oh dear. .. that's bad, 
bod. bad, and makes me 
sad, sod, sod ... but [ 
CQI/·t help. help. help .. 
/ 
I 
FOUR 8LOCKS TO campul. 3 bdrm. NICE SPAC 3 BDRM house. Fum .. 
By Jf:d Prest V;:~!~1,,~.:;;~~~ hou.e. No pets. ~::;.~,~;'!t,,. ~:yN~;~O~:~~: 
. 4·25·U ............. 24088b141 4509. 
Watt II!" IF he nefds 
extra cas.? .. my car 
needs a wash IlIId urax. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. AVAILABLE 4.22.U .... ......... 3408Bbl.fO 
now. Close 10 SIU. 504 S WOlhlnglon 2 BDIiM HOUSE ON N. 51. Woler. 
Sf. $330 per month. .sc..."rh woods trash, and w-d incl.. oppL furn 
Renlall. 529·1539. Deposll plul $320 mo. 529.1100. 
5·9·8B . . . .. . . . . . . ... 2965Bb151 4.21.88 .............. 35088bl39 
4 8DRM MILE AND a quorl", easl on 2 BEDROOM HOUSES AND apls .. 
Pork from Wall. $,50 mo. all uril. wo'klng distance to campus 
:.~. 529·3513. 3 people na.d I t::'~~~!.p:;:':1::.:.':~!0;:,,'hl. 
I 4·26·U .............. 3039Bb142 4.28.88. . . . . .. . .... 34CUBbI44 
I 2 FOUR BDIiM HOUSES. Corpeled. VERY NICE S BEDROOM. Flreploce. ~·1I.3 ;,';; ~:m Sc::::.:.: ~ ~~: , ::; f'2o;:;. ~-:~_,~:"lIabl. In AU!lus' 
I ~~'::~5p.~ ........ 29908b143 I ~:~OAi.E:· C6liNi1d3~:~~:: 
=~!'~~S:;':~f!::~u::.:r I ~:/I!b;; 3 J'::.:m ~7.ageDe~i 
:~;8?:tClo.e:ocarnPu·3165BbI" ~i~1.d·.54.9.'~1 .. .... 3436BbI.19 
TOP CARBONDALE LOCATIONS FOR 1 J. 3. 4 and 5 BDRM. FURN. AC. ""'or TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS for Fol.. SUMMER AND OR foil. CIa •• to 3 BDRM. LIVING. DINING. knct ...... 
faIt lond2bdrmfu,nrsheO apfs,no f.II" .• dosetoSIU.MayorAug.After 2.3 .... ondSbdrmfurnlshedhous.s. campus. Eafro "ice 1.2.3. and of unfurn. mtpeted, no pets. no 
pets.eoJl684-41 .. .s. noon ... S7.7782orS49-<4265 nopets,","6&4-414S. ~"ms, Furn .. jnsulated. no pen woferbed. grads or family, Isf.las' 
~:;'?~To~.U~I,!~·w'..:,"~/c':1;:;; t'~;S: SOHAl APT.fURN !!o.:!i..',!~ ~'~::U;"T·H6usiNG.2.~~8~S:j4! r~~· .. ........ 3161BbI53 :'~~"f: S~ .. 451'~~~~40 
Romodo Inn. coli 684-4145. oc. May or "'ull. Af'er noon. 451· belrm furn/.h.d house •. 2 ml wesl of NICE OLDER 3 BDRM. hm. lig yord. [NJOY SPACIOUS COUNTRY lelllnll. 
~~::. fURN;SHEDAPTSL$~~":,:: ~?~~:U . 210380 153 ~:~~:aROrnada Inn.co"68jj~~~b 145 ~~:':'·S'420 u.::!~rryr 9~':c1 ~up:x':. p:;:;: 45';0.::;:. and 
from compu,). 0'410 W FrHmon.3 SEVERAL AVAIL. BEG. Aug. 16 Y_r !>ego Aug. 15. No pets. 451·1645. 6·14-88 , . . . . .. . ..... 36448bl54 
bdrm. 5415. 2 bdrm. 5360 EHoc/ency BEAUTIfUL fURNISHED APT. for 3 or 1_ .. required. Clo ••• o camp· ... no 5·II·U .............. 3125Bbl53 2 SU8LfA5EIIS NEEDED FOR Sum· 
SI80 Also 5 belrm house o. 609 S. 4 peop". hn. Summer or Fall 529· p~ls. 5300·$500. 529·2533. UNBELlEVA8LE SUMMER WILMSE. mer. Nice hou .. tlo .. 10 almpul. :a~!:;~'.fOperpersonpermoCoIi ~~:~ 3319801,;1 :;;iff:"';'BDRMHOUSE.r:5~~~ ~'i.C:::;;'!~·:'oC::'d~~;~: :;:~r!:~~.:-s,~' Coli Jane or 
lI==~"""'="'M""""="'W'===_===U:=="W""" WEST M:ti STREET Aporl~;.rs. ::(':~;s'c;::,,:fS:~LI~'=:':::!~~ ~;~;~1.9~7~vallahl. ~ .. J. ~::sS6il~··SUMMf.· ru:~.14~ 
"EW TOW"HOaSE Corbondale. JIIstacross stree' from onii"qhwoySr South. Avoi'. Mev 15 4-29·88 .. , .......... J, .... ~J45 I btl,.".. oc. nicely fum.,. b1frs ~ :7t;'~:i: °bi~ ~n;:~=fb~~:::: j~ ~~IS;2";·'ocofion avoJl. August ~~. ~~S~40ne,:~.~~: ,:;o"::'.~.":~: ~~~~;6n8bl38 
APflRTM E"TS LIbrary Two·b.droom 'urnished or 4·21·U ..... " ..... 2S54BbI39 \ 2918evenlngl. ENG HTS 2 BDRM house S275. UnIfy unfurnished. S'mllor to 'ownhouse, HOUSES 3 .•. and S BDRM • .5 blocks S~2~8B .... , .......... 30928bl,," Point. oc. gas oppljo~. rountry 
-One block ~~r °'tel':~h ::r ;':.u~': ~=m.~n;:i"~n.t~pr::.:ts.5:'5~23 :~~ '!,f,~;~:T~,;.,if-:;"~::;; s;::;:-...AI:, :O~'i If;" ~ :5"t. 
309 W. College from campus :::t:s~~'';:~~v;'i,~,~~;:,. ~~ and 684-31t5. I IIre .. , porklng. atnfrol air. 549·3913 1331ond451~220of1er5p.m. 
-Washer I Oryer mow lown •. provide normal refuM ~::,a~iiE j iiOliJ,r,iOi ~:::::t: f-2~·81~ ............ 31238b14S ~~ j' iDirM 'FliiN:: ~~! 
pickup ond securlfy IllIhts and Fr ....... n S'. Avail. SJmm .... FoIi. SEE THE llEe·CENTEII from your Ironl roocI> ... _II Insu/o"';. Irg. yord. 
-Microwave remove snow from cily Iidewolks Wint.r. I !>arm rollag* 401 doorl Brond n_ huge 3 bdrm Irg. rooms. $315 Summer. $4SO foil. 
509 S. Rawlings 
519 S. Rawlings 
-2 f II b th ~~:.o,:-:~~:~v:ti::' ·;o~:::::~ Woshlngton St ~ic. ovall. now. tovn;.~e. d'shwosher;.~"" . 529·}218.5.9·393O. 
u a room Summer 5260 mon.h and foil and ~~:g.'"o: 684~3919. . . . 3309Bbl3B s.:~,,; 1:', ~OI' Aug. Pf'!: ~UAND' THREf' 'iDRM ~~' 
·Oishwasher $prIng $360 mon.h. Office 11/ S. SUBLEASER FOR SUMMER. NIce. cuponcy. Sorry no pets. 457~I\I4. Qul.1 area. furn .. 01' unfurn. Slam 
~:::~ ~f 'd~;:c;ry ~~'!: ::':r~1 ~~:;o~~:.'Q~n:. ~:j, :: ... ~.s, r.:.::~~' ............ 3120Bb.45 ~:~~~I.~ .. 5:~~~~ .. 36648b14' &=;;:F="0l;;;;r;;:m=o=r="ei;;l=n=f;;:O_rm~a.t=iO;;;;;;;n,c'i;;a_I_1 ;;;5.Z="9;;-.1.0;;;;;;;8",Z=-M I ~I~~~ Collm'13520rS~~:::;43 ~:: ONEBDRM.·;';'· ~~g.; g:~~. ~OC:= .... S:H~. ~~ ~~'~0~~~~~':q~1;::'45~: 
~~~~: ~n~ ~:~,yQ~::';;':;;':":d~ ::~7.'°Ajl~0~p4~':~~~a:~ for Phil I :::ier~J;:;::":.:;~~75~5~ r4ffJ:aa .............. 3S53Bb141 
" .' ,Royal Rentals Oak IIoors.lowulll . do ••• o Ichool. 33lUBbI38 . .......... 3384BbI3B 1319 E ","",an. 3 bdrm. furn. $315· LARGE 4 BDRM HOUSE. tlo •• ~ Re< 'Til Aug. IS w~op"on to renew "S7~ /1 3 .... 5 BEOR()(}M 9 or 12 month $450. G&:. gas app"onces and fu,... Center, fum .• newly ... modeled. no 
4803 leas... Various jocot;ons. ctose to I nace. no pets « wat.,. bed ... 549· pets. avollabl. $umm8l' only 549· C .... SwdeatB....., 
Every apartment 15 thoroughly 
cleaned by our cleaning staff, 
they are squeaky clean and ready 
for you to move Into. Apartments 
~~~~fTOWN APA~~~15 ~u. POIII Bryon. lI.nlol •. 451- ~4r:.::~ 1 P:"'.' ....... 31358b131 ~;~:aa . . . 3552Bbl41 
LOVEtY newer 'urn or unfurn. ...19.88 ............ , 33898b137 4 BEDROOM. 2 BATH. BIG rooms. 
. lI .. nting foil. Summer for 2.3.4 SUMMER SUBLET.2 BDRM home w. front porch. 304 E College. A..,,/ab,. 
';;~787Di'P/ay "P"n 10·530 dally. ~~~~~)f~rqn~,~,n~-,.!a~:, Of: I :.';Z:~ S500 .' .. 9~'2S61: 32S8&bl3B I· .. ·.'.·~:·.:,,·.',·.:.·.·.' . :.· :.··.··:.·.'.·.'.·:·.":· ... :.1 
5·2·U 319580146 from al--;:'~UI. $300 mo. plu. ull" I MURPHYSBORO 2 BDIIM HOUSE. Mobllv Hom.. . 
~!~~~A~~~!~~u~~f~:~~~:'i ~[~ 'O.A~: IS .. 4S3'S32~!:'137 I ::,: ~~~~!:. 7f:on-:!,""."'::'::: even your mother 
would be proud of. 
501 E.CoUe.e 
457-4422 
i k;fcnen. ae. qui.' s.ltjng. free .. SDRM HOUSE FOR Nlnf $10.s mo I chtpps/f. No pets or dlJldren 687-
'porking LIncoln Vl/iogeApts .. S. 51 perpersonforSummer.Si2Sforfoli 4289. 
't.'1.,::,",:~~~~~~:~~;,:::,:.~;,~~ I ~:::,.:r.;~p~!~n::~o1,r.::. ~::c~/~. RAN.' 'OII··u~~:"~':': 
I mo. foil S200 per mon.h. Re.'den. 451·194~ I brlel<. 3. 4. or 5 bdrms. __ ef· 
I ~~og ... on preml .... Call 549· ~,:i~ '~riRM' FUUY' ~!!.="~~ ~;r~ "~~~~~ .. ~5~.~1t2_,S3 
I 4-29·88 ...... " ....... 313380145 su/aled. lias heal. clo .. 10 moll. /g. 3 BDRM BATH. W"'SHEII-dryer. 
1 ~i!~:eo~~~.!~~ :..';,.~~~~:o ~'e~n::~~' Coli 9U· r.=;...~ .. ,!':"""'....: .... :-= 
mo. 12 mon.h leo .. • /ort/ng In May. 4-19-88 . . . .• .. .. . ... 3426BbI37 m.dlale/y. $575. lIeferences. 549-i 0<1/ •• s.udents pr.fe<red. ColI 549· I.AIIGf FUIIN. 4 BDRM. I blk from 1_. 
I 1139. almpus ondl"'p. bsm'2 baths. SI20 4-22-88 .............. J23OIIbI40 
NICE I AND 2 BEDROOM hom ... 
avafl. now or for SUmm..-. Ovie' 
country location. 5 min. to compU's. 
.... C .• fum. cable. ph. 529·3052 aft. 5 
p.m. 
4-21·U .............. 25428c139 
TWO EXTRA I.AIIGf bdrms. two full 
&atft. fumlshed. carpeted. cen. 0',.. 
per/ed for two .'ng'''. 110 pets. 549· 
0.91. 
4-25-88 .............. 24458c141 
2 BEDROOM 12' and 10'. o~. fum .. 2 
mi. eas'. 1130. $115. S22Dmo. Qui •• 
549-6598 ..... Malibu Village 
Now Renting for 
Summer and 
Fall 1988 
I If· 19-88 . .. . .. . .... 3UJ81Jc'31 mo. Summ.,.,S29·1692. ::':'~~n::Na: :~oj,pr:nc! ;.2':';:', NivACYPATio~:= 
~ and furnace. n/~ qul.f Migh. OC. dose to scftools- sfor.s. dis'" 
; ~~''::ler;:~. !":9.;:~:'i ~;~.No~·.~~·~~'~~i.fO 
r-~R .... E .. N .. T ... ,-N-G~for~--: ;-2.5i~· ''ilIAiiEIi/~~~~~ 
r:-k1nQl. CK. cor" Summer or foil 
p.m. VERY NICE 5-6 bdrm hou ... 2 bIles 
4-19-88 . 31:u.tln1.17 from armpus. fum. 2 full baths. 
Apartments. Bouses, MobUe Bouse. 
529·4301 
i\~~~~H~O_U~~~~~~. 
i NICE 2.3.4 and 5 bdrm houses. 1 an I ~~Sf. Coli Clyde S_nson 01 529· 
I 4-26-88 . . . . . . . .. . ... 2308Bb142 
************************* 1t Now Renting For Fall And Summer .. 
1t Office at 703 S. til. Ave., Carbondale iC 
-tc ~~ 5115. a.-ridll" 2 5-f( iC 502S.a.veridll" 2 ~~~:~4"11"" =;~:::~': 32.3.4. -tc 
iC ::!~::::~::!. 3 ~!i~:': 3 ' =~.:~:~nul -tc 
~ 602N.Carico 414 W. ~ I_I. 309W.CoIIege 1.2.3 -tc 
.. ::.~~,:~ I =UDIlOOM =Ca~M -tc 
.. 
-tc 410Y. E.Hesler ~S·c;oA·rt ..... ~ 609 N. Allyn -tc-tc I 210 Hoopifal 2...... 503N.AIIyn 
202N.Pop/or 2 503N All 501Y.'.CaIIege 1.2.3 
• 507 W. Main 2 609 N: At~~ 503 \\. College I. 2. 3 -tc 
.M 334W.Wolnut 2 51
1
4.S ...... eridge 310E.CoIlege .M I ~ 414W.S)mmore(east) 3OOE.CoIIege ~ 
-tc =-;\", .. 11,9 =:.~~:. =::~::: 2 .. 
.. twOUDIlOOM 402W:College . _w ~.II... .. 
fIreplace. ...."'" air. _pori. 
fenced In patio, dIshwasher, 
dllpola'. microwave. mature 
females prefenwcl ....... ,Ioble "'ug. 
1190 .... 
5011-88 ... ...... 3399IblS3 
:I BedroolD 
Towahoaaes 
Available 
Summer 
and 
Fall 
$450-$500 RIO. 
5 ...... 
Propert7 
___ .m •• t 
201 E. Ibla 
4117-2184 
SUMMEROI.ALL =.=~.!.J.:::5'it~,sf:.r 
509-88 ............... 2_,51 
Extra Nice 
Hou ... & Apt. 
Close to Campus. 
549-4801 
(2-10) or leave message 
HOUIIS jIIuot ..... _ .... loIIopIIon! 
1.I\lom/Ios_onPolk_""'" 
4 1Idnn. 2girh need 2 __ peapIe 
All Utilit .. 6nducMdillDO mo. 
2. 1 V. mire. Eat on Pork from wall 
"Idrm. , "... 3 more 
Was ...... I'Drr-t.AlIUfl ..... MI:. 
Sl40omD. 
6.91'W._.3I1dnn(Pooh) 
-.llyloam ............. 
_/Doyo<.EncIaoedIock 
P«<h ........... Ao... 
$525 0 mo. 
7. 1102£. WaInuI. 51drm 
I 
l,........ ....... mare 
.All Utllh_lnc:.'lZea. 
9.2S12OWI3 
1---"'-) 
3 ........ _.W_/Doyo< 
............. _"""'_Inc. I· $"O-~~'9_3513 
SUPElI NICf SINGlfS Of' doubles 
-..poncIft ,_ I mIle from 51U· 
C """,'/y remade"". fumllh.d. air 
~ .• -"ng • .....-bIe roles. 
...11 /l/Inois MabIle -.. II_I. I· 
833·5475. 
4-26-88 .............. 30058c142 
HOUSING 
Now Avallaille 
c.w. .......... 1V 
• I • 2 8edroom Anchored 
• NIcely fuml.hed. Corp.ted 
ErIetgy SavIng.1kttJrpInned 
• ~ LoundramGt Foc/"".. 
• NofuI'O' Goa 
• N~ QuI.,' 0..." 
.~CompuI 
• Sorry No Pets kapMd 
P~m:s266 
University Heights 
Mobile Home Est. 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Warren Rd • 
(Just off E. Pork St.) I\l00 __ 8_. 
.. 514S ...... eridge =::~::: ~ :~=::::~: .. t E~: ~:~~o E ~=~Et~: :::in::: Ln. t 1lIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIRHIUlUlIUlIDlnIIIIUIUlHIUDIIIIUIH.IIIUlUIIiIIDDDIIIIIIIIUlIUIIJIIJUlIIIIllIIUHI8BIUIlIIII 
: =::~~~~:: =~:r:::n ESDr.2: I := M40BirE* INDOOR POOL -
.M 404W.Coliege 3. 4 61 .. S. Logan .:M ~ ~~'F: 1 ::~:=: :::::~_I). ~ = *HOMES Carbondale Mobile Homes = 
i( :~ ~:~:es, =~:::';' :::~:~~ 1. it = ~ 
: ~U:.::: :iifi:' E?S.:."" : ~ ~;:.5~t~~~~ fr~~I~.~l' .. SIU~ 
: £:t;:;.:"",,, ::~'';:'': , == : = $145 ::, Mo. ~., ~ 
-tc =!;~!:."n~~'boCk) ~!.College 2.3.... 305C .... fYiewLn. .. = I r;~ - ......... '~;.'~ ~==== 
.. 7035.llIinoi0202.203 511S.Beveridge2 ::!~.-~,:: -tc: ~ _. 
it 529·1082 529-1012 529·1082 iC ~ PH: 549-3000 '-____ -'~ 
************************* mlllllllill IIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIII 
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I 
N(>W RE~T/NG FOIl Summ.,. and 
fall. Lower Summer ro#4'$_ 28 rears 
In Mobil. Home renlo'5. For 
knowledge of Mob". Home "vln9. 
check with us first, then co.T1pare. 
;>40 opPOlntment neceuory. Sorry. 
no pets. Quiet atmosphere. 2 and 3 
b&dr~m homes. Glisson Mobile 
~~~~76 i'~~~~t ~;:n':eC::b;l: 
Home Perk - C,ose '0 compus, #:t. Ii. J 
Soulh ~49·4713. 
6·28·88 2533B<162 
MURDALE HOMES. CARBONDALE. 
West side romp"'s. fundion Tower 
Rd and W, Murphysboro Ro .. IM-
m",'y Old 13 W"". A b .. norlhwesl 
c:f Morris library. obout OrwJ·noli 
mi'. west Murdo' .. Shopping Cer.fer. 
Qutet. privat.. resident.al oreo, 
about two miles cr seven ,"'"vtes 
from campus or downtown. Con-
venie"t 10 west s;d. campus 
:!m:S'ift:"~='S'on po;::! :~ 
Choutallqua elly streets and lnow 
routes. and '0 Kroger. Country Fair. 
laundromats. oth.r Murdo'. ser-
vices. and SIU oirporl. No h;9h~ys 
or roHroads to obstruct. Each 12 f .. , 
J( 52 , ... ,. two bedrooms abou' fhe 
some size, bath In betwe.n for 
privacy. Eaen has own walk-in, oH 
,h. ground. lockable sforage 
budding. Lots about SO 'fK,·t WId", 
shade 'rees. hard surfaced parking. 
arble available. In cIty limits. 
ngtvrol 90s neot. 30 go"on WIO'er 
heater, rang •• city wa'er, sewer. 
police and fire pro1Ktion. fros'·'r .. 
~~J,~~:'. ~::sh!dt:~ :~~ 
::;:'!h::~,,'i::, ~'::h~~:c,'~lfr:;::' 
cobJes. unci •• ~:'Irf.d or un· 
derpinned, and flOOd Insulaiion 
increase privacy. Own..-s mow 
lawns, provide normal ,·"fuse 
pickup. sltalrlty lights and removal 
of snow 'rom city fldewolks. 
Summ.,. $1 70 r.1onth. Foil and Spring 
$230 manlh. Offi"" 711 S. Poplar .• 
lunctian W. Mill 51 .• and S. Poplar. 
directly nar1h 01 Marrhi Lilwary. Coil 
457·1352 or 529·5777. 
5·10·88 .............. 234BBclS2 
FOSTER RENTALS RENTING lor 
:d'm~,.:,,".:!t. Fa~"':~;jn,:r:;:d 
anchored. close to compus on Pork 
Streel. No ~Is 529·5S05. 
5·J1..s8 .............. 3183BcI53 
LOWEST COST TO lha vwy besl. 2 
and 3 bedraotrU.. 10·12-ond 14 wid •• 
~~~::ar.s29~. same pri""Ie 
4·20-88 .............. 3215Bcl38 
BEST VALUE. HANSfMAN SI. fall or 
Sum. year '_.2 bdrm S175. 451· 
6' 93 leave meu. or coli e""l. 
~·Ii·33 . . . . . . . . . 32998c153 
CAi/BONDAlf. 2 BDI!M FURN. Very 
nir;e, cleon ond dose to campus. No 
~Is. 529·1422. 
4·20-U . . .. . . .... 3425BcI38 
2 BLOCKS RlOM CAMPUS. nl..-, 
qul.t, J and 2 bedroom mobile 
homes from 1200 month. furnished. 
carpeted. olr condJUoned. cob" TV. 
lots ot rrees. (owner "YfK on 
premIses). Porlc-v"w Mobl'. Homes. 
90S E, Pork. next to me Wash House 
Laundromat ShowIng '·5 dolly. Sal.· 
Sun. by appointment. 529·1324. 
5-10.88 .............. 3380Bc152 
2 BDIIM FURNISHED. ClOSE fa 
campus. new.r carpet. ..Ira In· 
l4"a'lon. vwy nJce. S29--58.5B Of' 451· 
4705. 
4-26-88 .............. 338/Bct42 
SUBlfASER FOIl SUMME/I. _Ie 
pre/emld. SUtO and .",...heH utll. 
Coli _,_ Mobil. Ham .. (na. 
30) '" Lisa ~9·1251. 
4-19-U .............. 33318<137 
2 BEDI100M 9 or 12 month I ...... 
wrr'ous locoflons. Close to campus. 
Paul Bryanl I/."talo. 457 _. 
4-19-U . . . . .. . .. .. . . .138Bc137 
WEDGEWOOD HIUS NEW 2 bdrm. 
May '-. fum. garden lub. ml<l'O. 
sf~ shad $400. Oth.rs for Aug. 
lea .. $340-5380. Also 3 bdrm apl. 
and 3 bdrm hOUH. Coli 549·5596 or 
... 0.,001 E.Park. 
5-II-U .............. 34278c153 
SiJA-'."IU ONL Y • 14- wkl .. F and R 
bedroom. central 0<. fumlshed. 
qul., park. fl<cepllatlGl _. 549· 
5081. H no answ..-. ",..,.. Jeav. 
__ .na~", 
5-3-U .•....•.....•.• 3JJ3Bct47 
SUMME. 'ENTAl. 1986 14x70 
fro'/.,.. 2 mf. from campul. 3 bdrms. 
~~~~:i.~~ra; person. Coli 
4-22-88 .....•........ 3407Bc14O 
TWO SU8lEASERS NEEDED far b/ ... 
frGlI.,. In W.,/g.woad HIlls. May 15 
foAug.15.Mlb04S3·5421. 
4-22-88 .............. 34198c14O 
S100·S24O MO. SINGLES AND 
DOUBlES. Now and ftl< fall. Fum .. 
_,..Md. nat. "as, o.c. 529-1941. 
6-15·88 ........ .. ... 34398c I 55 
CARBONDAlE VBlY NICE. clean 2 
bdrm .• fumishad. N<> ~,. •• mil .. 
_t.~. 549·3043. 
FOSTER "ENTALS RENnNG for 
Summ ... OM fait. fumlshed. car· 
~Ied and clean. UndMplnned and 
=::;:!':."5~.C:SOTs. an Park 
I.:pi> linp·WI 
BE ON TV I Many needed for c"",· 
merclals. Casllng Info. (I) 805·681· 
6000 ext. TV·9501. 
5.4.88 . . I545CI4B 
EA/IN THOUSANDS STUFFING 
.n ... lapes. Rush 51.00 SASE fa, 
Advanced Inno""'''''. P.O. Box 0102 
OS Bigllack. TN 37023. 
4·20-88 . . . . . . 3'54<:138 
LIFEGUARDS FOR CRAB Orchard 
Compgraund. May 28·Sepl. 5 ~1 
3684 or 985-4983. MusIl» Red Cr" .. 
""rt/lled. 
5·11-88. . 3268C153 
NATIONAL MARKETING CO. h,aking 
for amblflouJ Jr.. Sr.. or Grad 
student '0 mal'JOg& promotion on 
campus thlJ FQII. farning pot.ntJol 
up 10 SSO?O. Flexible part·lime 
heuro. Coli Randl .". 0.. 800-592· 
2m 
4·21·33 .. .3286CI39 
HAI1DWORKING EXPERIENCED 
W ... /TRESS wonled Apply '" Hal 
Slacks 600 IWlIOls Avenue. Iram 8·3 
~;o."~ff: 9p.m. . 3359C138 
NOW HIRING FOIl SprIng and 
Summer semestw, borfendresses. 
waHr&Ss.,. doorm.n (mLlS' be 6'2. 
225 ''''.). Apply in ".,..on 9 a.m . . 6 
~:;r;.~0Isby'S .. 608 S IL A':"2168CI53 
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOIl Day Co ... 
Teoch.r. Must nove at least on. 
year college, six nours c:ttlld core. 
and one year experIence. 529· t S5 J • 
4-20-U . .. 1254<:138 
FEMALE PARTfNDERS ANO 
woilressil!tS. Htdeoway lounge S29-
9336. 
4-27-88 . . ... 3J9SCI43 
IMMEDIA TE OPENINGS FOIl I"",ale 
GaGa dancers S 10 per heur. 529· 
9336. 
4-27·88 . 339SCI43 
CHURCH ORGANIST MUST I» ex· 
perl.nced. Canfacf father W .. 993· 
3194 salaried paslflan. Needed 6-1· 
88. 
4-26-118 . 3392C142 
RECEPTIONIST PART·TIME workl"ll 
Into full-flme. Mus' hg.,. out gcHng 
personality. Hili"" ability. s.nd 
.... Umtt 10: 1101 S. Wall C·dale. 
4-20-88 . . . ....... 3433C138 
ACC 230 TUTOII NEEDED for final 
:,;r;::5;'5ff2~7 per haur pl-
4-19-U. . ...... 33UC137 
RESIDENTIAl 1'fIOGI/AM, POSITION 
=;/~.pr::~;~~~:;'fy 
d'sobhtd odults in a community v:;:p home """11. SIGH heUN are 
w!:1c~;":""·~':J ;:'rd": 
provided. edlJCGl/onol beneilis are 
avollobl •. Oppon ... ~~,.; fot' student '0 
aHend cia ... get paId and _ve 
experience. Send Inquire. to P.O. 
Bo. 60. DuQulan./L 62832. EOE. 
4-25-U. . .... 351Jel41 
START YOUR OWN ca,...,- in 0 tost 
gr-owfng Industry. Soles expwlenc. 
:';':';~~I!:'::'~l 
Tomar .......... , ... H4-oU6Q. 
4-22-88 .....•.•....... 34.UC140 
NUT",rlON/ST, FULL TIME 
:~r~=~~:-lan~7,i; 
""",1r_1s Includl~" a bacltelaro 
degr.. with mal'" 1/1 load and 
nutrition. plus one year ex"...,.nca 
en: a nutritionist. s.nd t'ftUme to 
Jaooan County /Ma/.h Departm.n •• 
P.O. 307. Murphysboro. IL 62966. by 
April 25, 1988. JCHD hi an ~uol 
opparutunlfy employer. 
4-20-U ............... 3512C138 
SlIMMER STAFF WANTED: Can· 
fronfoffon PoInt MinIstries hIring 
h",h odvenlunl Wildern.ss Caat-. 
dln~. Day Camp, Spedal Needs. 
Hearing ImpaIrment. M.dlco' 
Needs. and Appalaellian Home 
=~. ~:';':'C.A.N~n~r'~ 
wrlle' fo.O. Box 511. Ozone. TN 
31842. (615)484-8483. 
4-19-118 ............... 3S 14C137 
$I IOWL AND Caa-Caa·s. wal"...s 
wanted. Goad pay and _king 
aandlflons. Apply In person. 9 a.m.' 
I a.m. dally. N_Rf. 13Corf.",llIe. 
4·29-811 ............... 344ICI45 
EASY WDIIKI EXCEllENT payl 
Ass .... ble producfs 01 hame. Call lar 
'nforrnoflon. 5Q4..64J-4l.'G.:i •• .t. A-
9330. 
4·/9-88 . . . .......... 317OC137 
COORD/NA TOR OF DEVElOP· 
MENTAL traInIng program. 
RespanslLIe far .1aH wpenr/san and 
, .• '.: ... :.... de .. /opI"" • Imple .... nflng frGlnlng Rooms In the ...- 01 .. H-help. damesfl< 
L..;..""""'''"''"''''"'-''''-''''''''"='"''"'-.''''-..... ;;: =":!,,:,,'~lyd:''::= 
FURNISHED PRIVATE ROO..lS adults. /lacllelon 0.,....1/1 SpecJaI 
Summer and Fall. close '0 campus. Ed. Of ,..Jored' Iklll raqufred. b-
ali ut/l. Incl. PrlllDle refr. In 'tOut' perle_ prel...-.d. Send .......... 10' 
roam. Cable TV. wash... and dry.... Five Star IndllStr .... Inc. P.O. Box 
KItchen and bath cleaned. 457·5080. 60. DuQuoln.IL. 62832. fOE. 
5-11-88 . . ........ 22218<1153 4-25.88. . 3447C141 
FOREST HALL 
Now accepting applications 
for Summer & Fall 
• In rooUl cable T. V. service 
• Kitchen or food senice available 
• Close to campus 
Forest Hall 820 W. Freeman 
457·5631 
GOVERNMENT J08S. 516.0.U· .. ILKSCREEN FOIl YOURII_f<, leam 
S59.23O yr. Now hlrJng. Your Area. Of' OIlIonizoflons (shIrts, lockets. 
805·687·6000 Ex •. R·9501 lar <u"enl hels, elc.) (;iscaunls. Gusta's 102 W. 
FederaILlsl. College 549-403 I. 
GOOD WITH CHILDREN? S~nd a ~~~':~ATIONS,' S:~~~'~2 
year as Q Prlnce'on Nanny. Enjoy TAILORING, mending and r.pol,. 
nearby New Your, Philadelphia, the Hand knHfing avallabl.. ··Used 
beach. Pay oH loanl. sove mone" M&n's Suits" for sol.. evelyn's =CJ,:'~-:c..~~~::,;;::::m':~~ Alrer-o'ions 529-1942. 7'5 S 
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,-ihi)[Uj·UhW+J ~~.r~r;'-:.:':::'~' ~:a~':!! 
. - 'rlmm.dorremotfed.519·3651. 
T"rPING AND WOIID proceSSing, Th. 
OffIce. 300 E. Main. Sul'. S Coil 049· 
3512. 
5·5·88 ................ 3517FI49 
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS Fr.sh· 
Soph and Grad Siudenls. A'SO. H.S 
5<. or Jr. 312·292·3838. 
4·29·88 . . . . . .. . . 35 I 5E 138 
INFOIIMATION PROCESSING. LASER 
prJnt.d documents. Tabies. 
~::'~~ds::h:~;:::~::dS"~~ 
choose type styl. and size. ShOWfHHt 
~h:;,:~t;rC.n::."~~i~/intoga~:~ 
549·6720. 
~·2·33 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3448E 146 
AUl'. FIX IT mowing your lown. All 
kinds of yard work Free e5 tlmot.s 
Phone 509-8238 
GOLD. SILVER. BflOKEN ;_Iry. 
coins, sterling, basebolJ cards. closs 
rl""s • • Ic. ; and J Ca;ns, 821 S. 
illInois. 457·6831 
5·11-88 .. ... 2112FI53 
WANTED TO BUY 2 or 3 bdrm .rail.,. 
near campus. Call Dick 01' Liz. 01 6 JB. 
327·3119. 
5·5·88 .. ... 3229FI.9 
ADOPTION IS AN Opflon Ve". 
:':f;'J~;~~;':!,~::':::. %u,::o~~ 
Infon'. Dod con oHer fin-oncio' 
security so "'0' Mom. presently 
reaching. can .nioy b.i:19 home with 
bc"by. Warm Chrlstlon family r;irda. 
Po.? medico' axpenl" and our 
~;:.d:s~:U'~~f,.~n(~ r~~~i~~~~;.lIty . 
5·10·88 . . ... .. 3118FI52 
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REED'S PROFESSIONAL TREE Service qualltywark, call 529·2722. I WE WISH TOadopl a baby. W. al'tl a 
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Ihru 8-89. WhIle buildl"" aNn hau.. fr_ Pregnancy T •• ting CHIWLESS AFFECTIONATE COUPLE 
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I Cost 
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I Per 
I Ad 
IStart Date _____ _ 
I (Required for offic. UI. on Iy I 
No. Of Days To Run __ ~ __ 
Classification _______ _ 
I Name 
IM~e~ I 
I City Stata Zip Cod. Phon. I 
I Pie".., ch"'le to my credit "",d: I 
I 0" ISA 0 MasterC"rd Pleou 9' .... UI your (;ritdi' tard .:.cpirotior. dot. 50 W. CO!. proc..' yout orc:M1 , 
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SECRETARIES' DAY 
April 27 
Fill out and mail to the Daily Egyptian Classified, 
by Friday, April 22. Make checks payable to the 
Daily Egyptian, For more details call: 536-3311 
r----------------------~---------~ 
Secretaries'name . $ 4. 6 0 I 
Your message I 
I 
I 
I 
From I 
::~~ I 
Add..... ReceIpt Number I 
~-----------------------~----------(Maximum 25 words) 
Messages will appear April 27 
An extra special 
note to thank her 
for all the extra 
special things she 
does everyday. 
Happy 
Birthday, 
Jackiee 
You Can 
Blow Our 
Horns 
Any Day! 
TheEH? 
Team 
You say you've 
tried everything 
and nothing 
seems to work! 
Sf'nd your 
message in a 
Smile Ad. 
Deadline at Zpm. 
two days prior 
to publication. 
For more information 
contact Rick at 
the Daily Egyptian 
Rm. 1259 Comm. 
Building or call 
536-3311 ext. 217. 
Reducing eating disorders nnual Meeting of the Graduate 
Faculty 
Thin may be in, 
but balance is 
key to dieting 
By Kate Zager 
Wellness Center 
Jane is a college sophomore. 
She is 5 feet 3 inches tall and 
weighs 115 pounds. An athlete, 
she runs sixty miles per week. 
Jane feels fat. Shed like to 
lose ten pounds. After all, the 
bottom weight on the charts 
fm' someone her height is 105, 
and her coach has even 
mentioned that she could 
better her time if she were 
leaner. 
So, Jane goes on an 800 
calorie diet. She is "really 
good" for about two weeks and 
loses about five pounds. 
She eats no sweets nor high-
carbohydrate breads. 
Potatoes, cereals and pastas 
are completely off-limits. The 
coach encourages her efforts 
and all her teammates envy 
her willpower. 
But her wf!ight loss tapers 
off and she begin!; feeling tired 
and irritable. She thinks about 
food all the time. It becomes 
harder to sleep at night and 
she has trouble concentrating 
Africa fights 
AIDS plan, 
doctor says 
WASHINGTON (uPIl -
The World Health 
Organization is forcing AIDS 
programs on underdeveloped 
African countries without 
'sufficiently considering their 
needs and desires, an African 
doctor said Monday. 
Testifying before the 
president's AIDS commission, 
Dr. Samuel K. Adeniyi-Jones, 
a Nigerian who is a visiting 
researcher at the U.S. 
National Institutes of Health, 
charged that WHO has gone 
beyond its mandate to coor-
dinate programs to fight AIDS 
and now "claims to have the 
mandate from tne United 
Nations to 'control' AIDS 
worldwide. " 
"WHO's Special Program 
for AIDS im;ists on controlling 
the AIDS programs in all these 
African countries," Jones 
said. 
"The insistence on con-
trolling programs in each 
'developing' country will prove 
counterproductive because it 
appears as an unnecessary 
imposition to the countries 
involved. And of course 
resistance develops. As an 
African official said, 'How 
come WHO is not imposing its 
programs on developed 
countries of Europe and the 
United States,?'" Jones said. 
Jones said in Uganda, for 
example, WHO's program was 
supposed to be designed in 
collaboration with local of-
ficials, but in fact was 
developed by the WHO Special 
Program for AIDS. 
Puzzle answers 
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SOli I E l C R E E P S 
T H E f D U R F E A T H E R S 
I. I ". U U II ITS A I A 
C 0 E R .M E II E S R E L Y 
To Your IIealth 
in classes. 
One afternoon she passes by 
a bakerv . Before she knows it, 
she hels finished off a dozen 
sweet rolls and is starting in on 
a bag of chocolate chip 
cookies. By the time she 
finishes, she is painfully f'.!ll 
and feeling miserable. 
Jane finds & nearby 
bathroom and forces herself to 
vomit. The next morning. she 
wakes up feeling disgusted 
with herself and vows this will 
never happen again. 
After a few weeks, Jane is 
restricting her food intake 
most days and bii.ging and 
purging about three times per 
week. She has gained back the 
wt:ight she lost and is inching 
toward 120 pounds. 
She doesn't understand ... all 
that running, no food, she can't 
keep gaining weight. 
Discouraged, Jane goes to the 
drugstore and buys herself 
some over-the-counter 
diuretics and R package 'If 
laxatives ... maybe she's just 
retaining water. 
In a society that is infatuated 
with slim figures, Jane is not 
an unusual case. She doesn't 
know the methods she uses to 
control her weight are inef-
fective. If she continues 
binging, it will lead to further 
weight gain and to a downward 
spiral of depression, 
m~lnutrition, and physical 
injury. 
Consider these points: 
-The body needs energy 
(calories) to perform all its 
complicated functions. 
-Laxatives, diuretics and 
vomiting are not effective 
weight loss aids. 
-CarbOhydrates are not 
fattening and should be in-
dudetl. in a balanced, varied 
diet. 
Most eating disorders 
(anorexia and bulimia) are the 
end result of chronic dieting by 
women and men who force 
themselves to maintain a 
weight below a genetically 
natural range. 
April 24-29 is Eating 
Disorders Awareness Week. 
For a schedule of eVca1lS, call 
the Wellness Center or 
Counseling Center. 
Morris Library Auditorium 
Thursday, April 21, 1988 
3:00~5:00 pm 
TASK FORCE FOR DOCTORAL PROGRAM SlRENGTHENING: 
Role of Graduate Council and Deans M!4 Objectives and Strudure 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES 11\ THE GRADUATE 
COUNCIL AND GRADUATE SCHOOL fOR 1987-88 
THE TAX INCREASE ISSUE: Relationship to the Health of 
Graduate Education 
PLANNING ISSUES FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION IN THE 
1990's AI'\D EARLY 21ST CENTURY 
The presentation 01 each agenda item will be followed by a 
structured period for discussion and graduate faculty input. 
Presenters include: John H. Yopp, Dean of the Graduate School 
Robert Radtke, Chair of the Graduate Counal; Patricia Carrell 
and Richard Falvo, Associate Deans; Victoria Molfese, Director 
of ORDA: and John R. Verduin, Vice Chair of the Graduate 
Council. 
John S. Jackson. Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, will 
present the teL'!: issue. 
How to run your 
ownsliow 
® 
The American Express- Card can playa starring role 
viltUally an)where you shop. from 1UIsa :0 r.-tailami 
Whelher you're buying a 'IV 1r a T-shirt. So wring college 
and after. its the perfect wa) [0 pay for jUSl about 
evel)'1hing you' II want. 
How to get the Card now. 
College is the first sign of Sua:e5S. And because .I,'f believe 
in your potential. we've made i[ easier to gel the Amencan 
Express Can:! right now. Whether you're a freshman. senior 
or grad stu~t.look into our new automatic appro\-al 
offers. For details. pick up an applica[ion on campus. Or 
call Hlo()' THE-O.RD and :15k for a student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave School Without It~ 
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Women's diving team signs 
Oklahoma's top prep star 
By Steven Welsh 
Staff Writer 
The two high school recruits 
signed last week by the 
women's diving program 
include one 01 the top high 
school divers in the country. 
Laine Owen 1'3 a two-time 
state diving champion from 
Norman, Okla. Owen also has 
been runner-up twice and all-
state four consecutive years. 
She is a three-time winner of 
Norman High School'!! Out-
standing Athlete awai'd. 
Owen will attend SIU-C on an 
academic scholarship and 
plans to majer in engineering. 
"She's one of the top 30 
divers in the COWltry," diving 
coach Dave Ardrey said. 
"She's also academically very 
sOWld. She's ranked No. 1 out 
of a class of 718. " 
Owen considered LSU, West 
Point, Arkansas and Texas 
laine Owen 
Christian before signing with 
SIU-C. 
Ardrey said Owen gave two 
reasons for choosing SIU-C. 
"Number one, she said she 
was pleased with the diving 
program," Ardrey said. 
"Number two, she was very 
impressed with our recruiting. 
She said our recruiting 
program was the best of any 
school she considered." 
The team also signed 
Michelle Albrecht of Holland, 
Mich. 
Albrecht was regional diving 
champion during her junior 
and senior year and is ranked 
10th in the state on the one-
meter springboard. She is an 
honors student at Holland High 
School and will attp.od SIU-C 
Wlder the University Honors 
Program. 
"I happened to see her last 
summer and thought she had 
great talent, " Ardrey said. 
"She's only been diving for 
four years and I know she's 
going to improve while she's 
here. She'll give the team the 
depth we've been lookir,g for." 
High winds drive women golfers 
to 6th-place finish at lliini Classic 
By Steven Welsh 
Staff Writer 
The women's golf team, 
hampered by bad weather for 
its second-straight tour-
nament, finished sixth at the 
Illini Classic this weekend in 
Champaign. 
The Salukis were in fifth 
place after the first round on 
Saturday with 320 carded, just 
two strokes behind third-place 
Missouri and Michigan State 
and three strokes behind 
second-place Indiana. 
But 50 mph winds on Sunday 
caused the teams' score to 
shoot up to 341, allowing 
Illinois to finish ahead of the 
Salukis. 
Ohio State won the tour-
nament with a 63S total, 
followed by Michigan State 
with 653. Missouri and Illinois 
had 656, Indiana had 658 and 
SIU-C followed with 661. 
"I was disappointed because 
we were close to doing so much 
better," Coach Diane 
Daugherty said. "We had to 
play under extremely difficult 
conditions." 
"I watched Tracy Chapman 
(of Indiana), one of the best in 
the country, shoot a 72 on 
Saturday and then throwaway 
shot after shot on Sunday and 
shoot an 84," Daugherty said. 
Tina Kozlowski was the 
Salukis' low scorer with a 162, 
PARKER, from Page 16-
Radio-TV. 
The Salukis have added five 
players since the fall signing 
periO<' and are still recruiting 
an off guard and a small 
forward. 
"It's been a good year," 
McCullum said. "I've been 
really happy with the players 
we've signed. I hope It's not 
over yet. . 
"We're still in the running 
with two players. We'd like to 
get one of those two. One 
player I don't think we'll get. 
We have a good chance to get 
the other player. We're one of 
his two final choices." 
Guard Terrence Lewis, one 
of the top-lOll prep players in 
the country, bas narrowed his 
choices to SIU-C and Temple. 
BOSTON, from Page 16-
Bill Rodgers, 40, a four-time 
winner at Boston, was the top 
American rmisber, at No. 28, 
more than nine minutes behind 
Hussein. Most of the top U.S. 
male competitors skipped the 
race to compete in next week's 
U.S. Olympic Trials in New 
Jersey. 
Last year's winner, 
Toshihiko Seko of Japan, did 
not race in this year's event. 
Jobn Treacy, silver medalist 
in the 1984 Olympic marathon, 
finished third at:!:09: 15. 
Mota finished 4:56 ahead of 
her closest competition, 
Finland's Tuija Jousinna. 
Finishing third among the 
women was Odette LaPierre of 
canada at 2:30:35. 
fo;I~ s:ec~:jY~p.1! ~ 
reasons," Mota Sliid. "First, I 
like to run here, and second, 
it's important to all the Por-
tugese people." 
The rain-slicked streets 
proved no obstacle for men's 
wheelchair champion 
Moussetapha Badid of France, 
who set a world record of 
1:43:19 seconds, six seconds 
below the. record set by 
canadian Andre Viger in 
Boston in 1986. 
Candace cable-Brookes of 
San !.illS Obispo, Calif., won 
the women's wheelchair 
division for the sixth time with 
a time of 2:10:44. It was her 
fourth straight Boston win. 
The start of the race was 
free of the mishaps that 
marred the start of last year's 
race, when de Castella tripped 
and fell over the starter's rope 
and six wheelchair com-
petitors crashed and fell. 
Johnny Kelley, SO, rlnished 
his 54th Boston Marathon with 
a time of 4:26:30. 
In the over-40 masters 
division, the winner was 
Ryszard Marczak of Poland at 
2:17:53. The women's masters 
champion was Priscilla Welch 
of Great Britain with a new 
course record in her division of 
2:30:53. 
Hussein, running in Boston 
for the first time, changed his 
strategy during the race. 
including a 76 on the first 
round. Vicki Higgerson shot a 
165, Lisa Johnson 167, Lisa 
Meritt 170, Julie Schumaker 
173 and Jennifer Sayles had 
178. 
The team was also hurt by 
bad weather at the Mizzou 
Invitational last weekend. 
"Fini.:;hing sixth isn't bad, 
com:idering the weather," 
Daugherty said. "But the high 
score doesn't help us at all in 
the NCAA rankings." 
Daugherty said the team is 
ranked 53rd, ahead of any 
other Illinios school. 
Rugby team 
wins twice 
at Banshee 
The rugby football club 
improved its record to 6-3 
at the Banshee Tour-
nament held Saturday 
and Sunday at the 
University of Kentucky. 
Sunday, the team won 
the consolation victory 
by downing Indiana 
University lU. Club 
president Tom Eunson 
said the team had 
avenged its 22~ home 
loss to Indiana on March 
26. 
The team opened the 
eight-team tournament 
with a 16-13 loss to the 
University of Kentucky 
Wildcats. Euoson said 
that while the team 
played bard and won the 
scrumdowns and many 
lineouts, a fast-running, 
hard-to-catch Wildcat 
fullback kept getting by 
the SIU-C defense. 
Dave Teafoe scored 
two trys for SIU-C in that 
match. 
In the second game 
Saturday, SIU-C beat the 
Western Kentucky Old 
Boys 24-0. 
The University of 
Kentucky club beat 
Middle Tennessee State 
in the championship 
match Sunday. 
The rugby team will 
play at the Western 
Illinois Scrumdown 
Tournament on Satur-
day. 
--~--------------------, 
~ Makin' it great! 
Dlne-Jn Or GaHyoul 
<_.,- ...... ".u.... 
_.;_ ......... . 
r-----------COUPON----
: ONE LARGE SUPREME 
I PAN PIZZA 
I A Supreme Deal $9 99 
1 from Pizza Hut! only. + tax I 
, I ~~, coupon wn.n Of'derine. I coupon per party per \'jloi' at participa.iRi ,....ouranh. Not valid I I I with Qnl'Qther Qffer. Exp' ..... S/1S/ee.· 1987PinaHu· 1~ •• I/2Othcen.ca""red.mptiOft. i 
LL -=:. :::...-..:.:.::. :.::'" -=-.:.:::. -=--_-..:.:.::. :::...-..=--= -=::'.1 
THE COMPETTT1ON 
FOR 
We've researched the Top Co~anies. Rrms 
& Agents lor you. Now you can get lists 
of specific contacts on peel stick labels 
to make sending resumes & Is!IBrs a snap! 
Chose from IisIs designed lor majors in: 
Business Advf!!tising Cr8aIive Writing 
Graphics MlIII<eting Journalism 
Drama Accounting Public Relalions 
If you don't do it NOW you won't get the 
chance you deserve. Someone else will. 
Send sell addrllSged & SIII/1ll9d envelope: 
SUCCESS SYSTEMS 
DiY. 01 Kastelic Inc. 
622 Wast End Ave. 3-E 
New YoIf(; NY 10024 
Home Cooked Meals 
Daily lla.m.-2p.m. 
Happy Hour Daily 3p.m.-7p.m. 
Tuesday Lunch Special 
BBQRlb. 
3p.m.·2o.m. 12 oz. Busch or Stroh's Draft 25 C 
Wednesday 
Fried Chicken 
Thursday 
PolI.h & Kraut 
lp.m.·1Clp.m. Rathol. Night 
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Sports 
Middleton set for 
pro shot in USBL 
By Dave Miller 
Staff Writer 
Saluki guard Steve Mid-
dleton is continuing his quest 
to hit the big time. 
Middleton was selected in 
the fourth-round by the Long 
Island Knights of the United 
States Basketball League last 
week. 
Middleton views the op-
portunity as a chance to show 
people outside of Carbondale 
how well he can play while 
improving his chances of 
making the NBA. 
"They (Knights) are aware 
of what I have done," Mid-
dleton said. "They're aware of 
the unique situation I've been 
in and the rea .. on I haven't 
played in any all-star games. 
They're willing to help me and 
that's what I really need." 
Middleton averaged 25.4 
points and 6.4 rebounds per 
game and was a first-tea.m 
Missouri Yalley selection last 
season. He finished as the 
Salukis' third all-time career 
!)corer with 1,710 points, but 
was often overlooked playing 
on a team which finished in the 
second division of the Yalley 
for most of his career. 
If Middleton makes the 
USBL, he will be paid between 
$400 and $800 per week. The 
nine-team league begins a 30-
game schedule on May 13. 
Middleton said he will stay in 
Carbondale until then. 
Players who played in both 
the NBA and USBL include 
Tyrone Bogues and Michael 
Itay Richardson. 
Middleton was aware of the 
league but wasn't aware he 
had been drafted until last 
Thursday, the day after the 
draft, when the wife of Long 
Island coach Mitch Williams 
called him. 
Middleton is looking forward 
to the chance of playing 
professionally. 
"I'm not getting nervous. If 
anything, I'm getting excited. 
It's a challenge and I love 
challenges. Basiceally, it's the 
biggest challenge of my life. 
That's the way I'm ap-
proaching it. I feel I'm guing to 
make it and I will make it." 
Middleton is playing 
basketball everyday to 
prepare himself physically for 
the tryouts. 
"I'm going to show up to this 
thing in the best physical 
shape I've ever been in. I'm 
going to be ready to play and 
be ready to produce. At this 
level, it's all about produc-
tio:!." 
With his college days 
drawing to a close, Middleton 
said he is ready to return home 
and see his family and friends 
in Brooklyn, N.Y. 
"It's a good opportunity for 
me to go back home and play 
against some good talent. It is 
essential for me to leave SIU at 
this time. I have a lot of 
feelings for some of the people 
here, but it is time to leave SIU 
and say goodbye. " 
Quarterback Ray Monica (8), practices a 'ake 
handoff to runnlngback George Frese (43) 
during practice Monday at McAndrew 
Stadium. 
Men's basketball team signs 
'sleeper' Junior college forward 
King hits the turf 
on first dayat work 
By Dave Miller 
staflWrit.·r 
The men's basketball 
team's recruiting success 
has allowed it the luxury of 
signing a player whose full 
atility has yet to be tapped. 
Darin Parker, a 6-(oot-8, 
215-pound junior col/ege 
forward, signed a letter of 
intent to play for the Salukis 
Monday. 
"He has tons of potential," 
Saluki assistant coach 
Bobby McCullum said. 
Last season, Parker 
averaged nine points and 
seven rebounds per game for 
Dodge City Community 
College in Kansas. Saluki 
coach Rich Herrin said 
Parker can only improve. 
"He's a sleeper," Herrin 
said. "He's a young man 
that's only going to get 
better. He's a fine rebounder 
and a good defensive player. 
He's a very, very bard 
worker." 
In high school, Parker 
originally played at Corliss 
before his family moved to 
Wichita, Kan. during his junior season. As a semor at 
Wichita Heights, he 
averaged 14 points and seven 
rebounds per game while 
leading the team to the 
Wichita City League 
championship with a 19-5 
record. 
Parker missed more than 
half of his first season at 
Dodge City because of a 
hernia operation. His best 
game this season was a 17-
point, IS-rebound, four-block 
performance. 
McCullum began 
recruiting Parker in 
January. After visiting SIU-
C on the weekend, Parker 
chose SIU-C over Ball State, 
Fairleigh Dickinsol and 
Missouri-Kansas City. 
". loved my visit here," 
Parker said. ". really bad a 
good time. Coach McCullum 
seemed a lot more interested 
in me than the other coaches 
I talked to." 
Although McCullum said it 
was premature, both Herrin 
and McCullum agree that it 
may be in Parker's best 
interest to sit out his first 
season. 
"We'll have to evaluate 
him when he gets here," 
McCullum said. "We very 
well might red-shirt him. It 
would be good for him. He 
could really develop into an 
outstanding player." 
McCullum said Parker is a 
power forward and might be 
able to play center. 
"He's just a class young 
man," Herrin said. "He's an 
outstanding student. HE-'ll do 
avything you ask him to." 
Parker will major in 
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By Jeff Grieser 
statfWriter 
Head football coach Rick 
Rhoades appointed Stanley 
King as the team's defensive 
secondary coach Monday. 
The new assistant jumped 
right into his new surroun-
dings by attending the Monday 
afternoon practice. 
King, who has spent the past 
four years as defensive 
secondary coach at the 
University of Tennessee-
Chattanooga, is the last of six 
assistants to be named by 
RhOl'!Jes since he came to SIU-
C ndBrly a month ago. 
King is the second coach 
from UT-Chattanooga to join 
Rhoades' staff. Fred Riley of 
UT-Chattanooga was named 
the Salukis' offensive coor-
dinatoronAprill. 
"I've known Coach King 
since the mid 1970s," Rhoades 
said. "He was a great, great 
player and he's been a fine 
coach as well. !t's just a great 
"Stan's hiring 
exemplifies what we 
are trying to do 
here . . , 
-Rick Rhoades 
way to complete our staff." 
Rhoades said he has wanted 
to get King at SIU-C "since the 
day I got the job." 
King received all-cor.ference 
honors and All-America 
honors in 1975,1976 and 1977 at 
Livingston (Ala.) University, a 
Division II school. He was 
captain of the team for two 
years and played in the Senior 
Bowl game. 
"Stan's hiring exemplifies 
what we are trying to do here," 
Rhoades said. "He's an out-
standing person and. consider 
him to be one of the finest 
defensive backfield coaches in 
the profession." 
Kenyan edges Tanzanian to win 92nd Boston Marathon 
BOSTON (UPI) - With a 
single s;lent sprint, Ibrahim 
Hussein of Kenya edged Jumo 
Ikangaa of Tanzania by one 
second Monday to become the 
first African winner in the 92-
year history of the Boston 
Marathon. 
In the closest rrnish of the 
world's oldest cO:'ltinuing 
marathon, Hussein tr.umphed 
in a time of 2 hours, 8 minutes 
and 43 seconds. The Africans 
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were locked in a two-man duel 
for the final 5 miles before 
Hussein burst from just behind 
the Tanzanian's right shoulder 
to pull away in the final 50 
yards. 
". didn't even hear his 
shoes," Ikangaa said. 
"I like to make history," 
said Hussein, 29, who was also 
the first African to win the 
New York City Marathon, in 
1987. 
Temperatures were 49 
degrees at the Hopkinton 
starting line and a light rain 
fell for the first hour. 
"When we ran the first 2 
miles I was feeling my 
muscles were tight," Hussein 
said. "I thought it was going to 
bother me, but fortunately it 
didn't at the end." 
Rosa Mota of Portugal 
successfully defended her 
women's crown, taking the 
lead ill the third mile and 
never being threaten<:d. Her 
time was 2:24:30, nearly two 
minutes off the course record 
of 2:22:43, set by Joan Benoit 
in 1983. 
The diminutive Mota, 5-foot-
1 and 99 pounds, was so fresh 
after completing the race she 
jogged away from the finish 
line. "I tried to run as fast as I 
can and think only about 
myself, " she said. 
Hussein and Mota each won 
$45,000 and a Mercedes-Benz 
valued at $35,000. 
Hussein fell short of both the 
world record of 2:06:50 set in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands, 
011 Sunday by Belayneh Din-
sarno of Ethiopia and the 
Boston M~rathon mark of 
2:07:51 set by Rob de CastelLi 
in 1986. 
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